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La Follette's
CAMPAIGN IN MISSISSIPPI
Previously Senator
amendment had been defeated 14 to
JckBon, Miss., July 27. One of
60.
Fourteen republican insurgents
the most spirited politcal campaigns
that Mississippi has seen in years
v
voted for it.
entered upon Its final stage toiay.
Senator La Follette by 40 to 31 seA
TO
iL
Next Tuesday a statewide democrat-cured a reconsideration of the vote on
ic
primary will be held for the in
the house wool bill, the democrats and
dorsement of a candidate for United
Insurgents Joining in support of his
States senator arid the nomination of
motion.
He then offered a modified
candidates for governor and other
substitute of his amendment as a
state officers to be chosen at the next
compromise between the house bill
ATTACKS election. In this state the democratic PREMIER ASQUITH REFERS TO
FORESTER
RE and the original La Follette bill upon
COALITION
OF INSURGENT
TERRITORIAL EXECUTIVE WARM
nomination is equivalent to election.
CONTROLLER
PRESIDENT'S
which the democrats and insurgents
PUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS
GRAVITY OF MOROCCAN
IN PRAISE OF' NEW MEXICO
Public interest centers almost wholly
was
had
and
it
BAY EXPLANATION
agreed
passed.
TRIUMPHS
SITUATION
"
MILITARY FORCES
In the contest for the senatorshlp.
Senator La Follette startled the
Senator Leroy Percy, whose term will
senate today when he declared he had
expire in 1913,' is a candidate for ACTION AS YET UNNECESSARY
RIDICULES
SPECIAL
MESSAGE
LA
FOLLETTE
LEADS
FIGHT
was
to
"be
heard
there
little
a
perINSPECTION WAS REVELATION
, His
principal opponent
formance today to defeat all real ta
in the fight for the toga Is
riff legislation.
That a number of
HE OFFERS SUBSTITUTE FOR ORI
James K. Vafdaman, one of the HOUSE OF COMMONS IS ASKED
T "LEAVES ROOT OF
DECLARES
BODY OF CITIZEN
MAGNIFICENT
high protection republicans had agreed
most aggressive 8nd picturesque; poliTO FOREGO
GINAL MEASURE, GETTING
UNASKING FOR
MATTER
WHOLLY
MADE SPLENDID
THE
SOLDIERS
to vote for the democratic house wool
ticians that3 Mississippi has turned
IT THROUGH
DETAILS
AT
TOUCHED
PRESENT
SHOWING AT REVIEW
bill, being sure that its excessively
out in many years. C. H. Alexander
low duties would Justify a veto by the
is the third entrant in the senatorial
president. Senator La Follette also
race. Alexander has developed a HOPES FOR A SETTLEMENT
MOTIVES
CHARGES
ULTERIOR
DINNER
AT
DETAIL
OFFICERS' GUEST
took occasion to arraign the present GOES INTO LENGTHY
considerable, following, but most unoperation of the tariff board, chargbiased onlookers' ' are of the opinion
DECLARES ing that influences had been at woork SAYS FRIENDS
WISCONSIN SENATOR
COM
SHOWN
HONOR
OF CONSERVA
SIGNAL
that the real fight will be between FAILING IN HONORABLE ADJUST
in the board to suppress certain facts
IS AGAINST
ALL
COTERIE
MANDER-IN-CHIEVardaman and Percy, with a close
AT
MENT, GREAT BRITAIN WILL
TION ARE UP AGAINST HARD
In regard to the manufacture of
finish and.'the probability that a
print
TARIFF LEGISLATION
MESS
APPOINTED
STEP IN
PROPOSITION
second primary will be necessary to
paper in this country. He said he be
lieved there were men on the tariff
a choice. Earl Brewer, a prominent
Wasington, July 27. Glfford PinThe result of the visit of the gov.
London, July 27. Premier Asquita
board who were working for the high
of,, Clarksdale,,r. will be nomin
chot, former government chief for lawyer
TODAY IN CONGRESS
a statement in the house ot com
made
ernor of this big territory to Camp
ated for governor without opposition.
purpose of serving the public but that ester, and now
president of the Na
Senate met at 10 a. m.
Mills yesterday was to deepen the
mons' today on the subject of Morocco,
the report on the paper making indus- tional
Conservation Association, to
Indian committee continued in
warm appreciation which he has alwhich fully bore out the description of
BIGGEST STORAGE HOUSE
try showed that somewhere there had day issued a statement, declaring that
of
Indian
men
in
tho
Chippewa
situation as one of real anxiety.
vestigation
waya felt for the officers and
27.
a
been influencee exerted to leave the President Taft "leaves the root of
Pittsburg, July.
The ..Pennsyl-vaniaffairs.
the New Mexico National Guard.
The
situation, the premier said, had
railroad
Is
to
build
in
confusion
in
so
that the print the matter wholly untouched," in his
report
planning
His
Postoffice committee continu- Governor Mills was delighted.
this city, the largest cold storage reached a point at which It was bound '
manufacturers
could
paper
on
getgo
message to the senate, denying that
ed hearing special privileges tee- smile said so plainly before he ut
to become difficult and harassing unting excessive benefits; assessing the there could be any monopolization of house in the world. It will cover at
tered a word. And when he spoke hla good
a solution waa found. Mr. As- less
timony.
two
least
blocks
entire
and
cost
will
of
own
for
buyers
their
paint paper
the water front of Controller Bay, more
After defeating both the origin- words were eulogistic.
said that Great Britain was not
than
qirith
?5,000,000.
Besides fur
shortcomings.
Alaska.
,
TO TAKE LONG TRIP
When he first cast his gaze upon
al La Follette bill and the house
a party to the present proceedings '
cold
there
nishing
storage
facilities,
All insurgents but Borah, Idaho;
Mr. Pinchot opens his statement
Cedar Point, O., July 27. The an
the soldiers of the regiment, Goverbill, the senate passed by a vote f Dixon
will be
between France and Germany, but
and Jones. Washing with this charge:
Montana,
"The president's office storerooms, salesrooms and
nor Mills expressed his surprise at nual summer meeting of the Associat
of 48 to 32, a compromise wool
and sincerely desired to see
accommodations
for
from
four
earnestly
ton, voted for the compromise bill defense of his course in the Control
the large number of men in the ed Ohio Dailies began here today,
revision bill, offered by Mr. La
commission them result in an arrangement honorwhile the demaarats were unanimous ler Bay affair shows how hard it is hundred to five hundred
'
ranks for this is by far the largest with headquarters at the Breakers ho
Follette.
able and satisfactory to all parties.
in their support of It The vote on to make a good excuse for a bad mis- merchants.
of
conthe
In
and
officers
the
After
tel.
history
encampment
electing
Lorimer election investigating
He appealed to the house not to seek
the final passage of the compromise take." Concluding, Mr. Pinchot says:
New Mexico National Guard.
cluding other business of the meeting f committee continued its hearing.
to enter into the details of the situabill
follows:
ot
"It is unfortunate that the friends
When, mounted and accompanied tomorrow the editors and their fam
consld- - f
Elections
tion at the present moment. The preFor the bill Republicans, Bourne, conservation in their efforts to bring BURGLARS MURDER
by General Brookes and the officers ilies will depart for a tour of western
ered taking up charges against f
mier said the government had thought
Oregon; Brfstow, Kansas;
Brown, about the development of Alaska for
of his staff, he witnessed the Inspec- Canada that will take them as far as
Senator Stephenson of Wlscon- it right from the beginning to make it
continand
are
Minne
the
Nebraska;
of
Clapp
Nelson,
the benefit
people,
tion and review of the troops Gov- Alberta and Saskatchewan.
A
sin.
WEALTHY
clear
that failing a satisfactory settleBROKER
sota; Crawford, South Dakota; Cum- ually obliged to expend their strength
ernor Mills expressed his apprecia--1
House met at noon. After a
Great Britain must become an
ment,
to
mins
and
be
the
men
who
Kenyon, Iowa; Gronna and against the
ought
tlon of the excellent manner In which
active party to a discussion of the
brief session, adjournment was
FolNorti
the
McCumber,
of
property.
La
Dakota;
people's
protectors
the soldiers executed their orders
FIVE NEGROES MEET
taken until tomorrow, postponing f lette,
Wisconsin; Poindexter. Wash- - It looks to me like unnecessary du- AGED MEMBER OF NEW YORK situation,
for this is by far the best drilled and
ing cotton tariff revision debate
STOCK ENCHA1MGE
KILLED
jgton, Works, California,
plication of work, when we must first
most thoroughly disciplined encampuntil then to permit filing a mln- - f
WEDS ENGLISH GIRL
COLLISION
DEATH
we can
before
bill
For
the
the
policeman
rats,
fight
Bacon,
IN
New
'
of
JHOTEL
ROOM .., . - . .
the
ment in the history
i,mof
1,
'
"
Londoa.
ority report. '
July 27. Many Americans
to
the
a
chance
looting.
stop
Georgia; Bailey, Texas; Bankiead And get
Mexico National Guard.
social prominence attended the
of
all
of
"In
says
explanations,"
Fletspite
and
Johnstone,
Alabama;
Mills
Bryan
had returned
When Governor
New York, July 27. Murdered,
PASSENGER TRAIN ON SEABOARD
today of Mid Dora
Jeslyn
cher, Florida; Chamberlain, Oregon; Mr. Pinchot, "the fact remains tnat
from his tour of Inspection of the
"s-'Vl
parently
by burglars, William Tlo.l.iw,r.
arouud
A
DASHES
INTO
LINE
lands
memoer
AIR
the
in
uira well known EnMr.
Taft
opening
iuyjor,
Chilton
surWest
more
and Watson,
camp he once
Virginia;
expressed
well
a
Washington, July 27. A compro
known Wall Street glish family, and William Pancoast
Controller Bay. without notice to the Jackson,
FREIGHT ON SIDING
Camp
prise and admiration for
mise wool bill, offered by Senator La Clark and Davds,' Arkansas; Foster and
broker, was found dead on the floor Clyde, Jr., of New York City. Mr.
behind
Interests
the
has
given
and best or
public,
Mills is the cleanest
Follette of Wisconsin, a modification Thornton, Louisiana; Gore and Owen, R.
of his bed room today at the Hotel Clyde is a Yale
S. Ryan an opportunity to acquire
graduate and be
dered camp in the history of the
Hitchcock,
Nebraska;
Hamlet, N. C, July 27. Seven peo of both his own and the house bill, Oklahoma;
The body was covered with longs to the well known family of
Iroquois.
Controller
of
channel
the
to
the
key
National Guard of New Mexico.
ple were killed and between fifty and was passed by the senate today by a Johnson, Meine; Kern and Shively,
bruises. There was a wound over the steamship owners.
'
Bay before the public knew what was
Martin
and
VirgiIndiana;
Simmons,
Finally, when Governor Mills was seventy-fivunion
of
whom
the
48
32,
to
of
injured,' many
vote
through
eye and finger marks on the
right
on.
seated at the magnificent camp din- will die, when an excursion train ot the democrats and republican in- nia; Martine, New Jersey;
Myers, going
and arms. A wash cloth was
throat
In
that
denies,
The
president
ner given last night In his honor by from Durham, N. C, on the Sea surgents. On this middle ground the Montana; Newlaitds, Nevada; O'Gor- Stuffed
in the mouth as a gag. The ALLEGATIONS
DENIED
for
the
the officers of the guard, he arose to Board Air line, bound for Charlotte,
man, New York; Overman and Sim erantine Ryan's 'request
and
whole
dead
exman's
the
democrats, having secured a record
the
pajamas
of
Controller
by
Bay
his feet and spoke his commendation dashed head-ointo a freight thain Vote on the original Underwood bill, mons, North Carolina; Pajnter, Ken- opening
BV CHARLES TAFT
ecutive order of October 28, there was room bore evidence of a terrible strug
of the splendid men who were gath- in
Reed
and
All
Pomerene,
Ohio;
dead
the
theyar,ds here today.
with the insurgent forces1. The tucky;
element of secrecy and quotes a gle. In the bath room of his suit was
any
ered about him for the officers at were, and practically all the injured Joined
measure adopted reduces the raw wool Stone, Missouri; Smith, Maryland; press dispatch of the same day, an: found a bottle containing traces of
Camp Mills are undoubtedly tne best are negroes.
Smith, South Carolina; Taylor, Ten
duty to 35 per cent ad valorem and
nounclng his action. But Mr. Taft chloroform. The pockets of his trou CABLES BROTHER FROM LONDON,
men who ever held commissions in
nessee;
Williams, Mississippi.
reduces the duties on
correspondingly
does not mention that on the day he sers were turned inside out but his
DISCLAIMING ANY KNOWLthe New Mexico National Guard.
Against the bill Republicans, Borah
articles.
woolen
se--signed the order and notified the trunk and bureau drawers had not
The dinner was magnificently
EDGE OF LAND ROW
Ken
and
STEEL TRUST PROBE
Heyburn, Idaho; Bradley,
There is some doubt as to wlhat
In Washington, Ryan's survey- been touched.
ed and the viands were delicious.
- press
Con;
and
McLean,
tucky
Brandegee
course the house democrats will pur
ing party wast ready in Alaska and
The tables were decorated with cut
nectcuit; Briggs, New Jersey; Burn-hu- that
to
the
compromise
with
sue
Washington, July 27. A cablegram
YORK
SHIFTS
regard
TONEW
by November 1, or four days
mess
tent
flowers The big officers'
New Hampshire; Burton, Ohio;
before
Underwood sev
and
from
Charles P. Taft brother of the
made
Leader
was
bill.
House
order
the
after
JAPANESE WARSHIPS
was brillaintly lighted by actelyne
Clark and Warren, Wyoming; Crane
In Alaska
the
notice
that
officials
served
president,
denying that he was intereral
ago
the
government
days
gas, the regiment
possessing Its
and Lodge, Massachusetts; Culom and had been notified of the order, they
ested in Alaska or in Controller Bay,
own lighting plant. Major Ludwig GEORGE W. PERKINS, BANKERS house would not accept the original
DixRESCUED PASSENGERS and declaring that he never asked the- had begun a survey' of the Ryan
La Follette bill. Although President Lorimer, Illinois; Curtis, Kansas;
AND BROKERS' TO BE SUMWilliam Ilfeld, who has charge of
South
on,
Gamble,
Dakota;
Montana;
utterance
claims on Controller Bay.
Taft has marie no definite
president for any favors for Richard
MONED AS WITNESSES
the field and staff officers' mess, Is
WashS. Ryan, was made public at the White
"The omission of the customary
effect, it has been strongly in- Guggenheim, Colorado; Jones,
that
tj
the
of
for
credit
much
deserving
ington; Llpplt and Wetmore, Rhode thirty days' notice to the public that WHEN STEAMSHIP WAS STRAND House today. It reads:
from
time
House
White
at
the
timated
successful serving of the dinner.
New York, July 27. George W.
ED ON ROCKS, CRUISERS
"The President, White House, Wash
to time that he might feel called on to Island; Nixon, Nevada; Oliver and the land would be open to entry gave
Adjutant General Brookes, at the Perkins, former partner of J. Pier-poVercut 'off all
Penrose,
wanted.
he
It
Pennsylvania;
TOOF OFF 185
Page
in
ad
what
D. C. Have Just returned from
wool
tariff
veto
a
bill,
Ryan
passed
ington,
conclusion of the last course, IntrofinMorgan, chairman of the
mont; Perkins, California; Richard-sen- , chance for any competitor to locate
motor trip to Cornwall and Devon and
duced Governor William J. Mills as ance committee of the International vance of a report on that schedule
Delaware; Root New York; Smith on the terminal lands until after
Tokdo, July 27. The steamer Em find your cable. I may have met
guest of honor. Governor Mills Harvester company, and a member from the tariff board.
No
and
selection.
his
made
Smoot,
of
Townsend,
Michigan;
had
members
Ryan
The
republican
regular
press of China, of the Canadian Paci Ryan casually, but I do not remember
spoke highly of the courtesies shown of the board of directors of the
amount of newspaper notice to the fic railroad line, stranded on a sub him. I know nothing about the Con
of United States Steel corporation, is the senate finance committee announc Utah ; Stephenson, Wisconsin.
him. He said It was a source
Absent Dupont, Delaware; Frye, country after the executive order was
much pride for him to have visited to be summoned before the steel ed that because of the carrying out
rock off Nojima Sakl light, troller Railway and Navigation comin any respect interfere merged
'
could
New
Maine;
Galllnger,
Hampshire;
signed
of
Mexthe
while atemptlng to round the southern pany. I have never had any inter-- ,
Camp Mills and found the New
trust committee of inquiry, of the
work of Ryan's
ico National Guard so efficient. He house of representatives, now In ses- gent wool program they would refuse Lea, Tennessee; Percy, Mississippi; with the prearranged
of Awa Peninsula inbound to ests, direct or indirect in that comenable any rival to enter a point
said that General Brookes was re- sion here. This was determined on to serve on the conference committee Sutherland, Utah; Tillman, South Ca- agents or
Yokohama
The passengers pany, or any other company doing
today.
foot of land on Controller Bay, ex were
'
business in Alaska. I am not inter
houses.
two
the
between
Increase
for
remarkable
rolina,
rescued.
the
sponsible
at an executive meeting today of the
cept what was not wanted by the peohouse wool tariff
ested In any lands in Alaska. I never
Underwood
in efficiency of the guard and too committee, which
The
near
The
accident
the
occurred
its
not
transferred
and
Present
haj
voting (Because
ple whom Ryan represented. It was scene of the wreck of the Great North applied to you orally or in writing to
much credit could not be given him. field of activity here from Washing- bill waa defeated in the senate today
paired with absentees) Culberson, like locking the stable after the
44 to 46. Except for Senator Brown
Each of the succeeding speakers com- ton.
ern Steamship Dakota In the spri lg of a hearing In such case or grant such
bad
for
the bill, Texas; Dillingham, Vermont, Raynes, horse was gone. If the ordercould been
plimented General Brookes, whose
Just how soon Mr. Perkins will be of Nebraska, who voted
not 1307. Submerged Tocks extend about privileges.- I never knew- of the exist
wholly secret the effect
tnd
a mile from the coast which is swept ence of the Controller Railway
record as head of the military forces called has jiot been determined. To the vote was alone; strict party lines. Maryland..
different."
have been
'
I
until
Navlt'atlon
received
reto
company
committee
currents.
morrow
expects
the
by dangerous
of New Mexico has been an excepnew its probing into, the absorption
The Empress of China' sailed from your despatch."
MISSOURI BOOSTERS MEET
tionally good one.
B. C, on July 12 and was
of the Tennessee Coal and Iron com
Vancouver,
27.
Gover
Mo.,
West Plains,
July
Other speakers were Colonel E. C.
EXPRESS RATES INQUIRY
pany b? the United States Steel cor
officials making for Toklo Bay enroute to Yokostate
and
other
nor
Hadley
Abbott, Major S. A. Milllken, Colonel poratlon during the financial panic of
Chicago,
July. 27. With & lew' to
west
to
and
miles
the
COMPANY F MEN THANK THE OPTIC
hama,
forty
with
Joined in a meeting here today
M. M. Padgett. D. J. Leahy, Lieuten
will be asked 4-all
at
Mr. Perkins
the facts in regard to
1901.
getting
north. Japanese naval cruisers took
representatives of commercial clubs
events
ratea
about
and also to determine
he
knows
leading
what
landexpress
185
oif
Frank
all
ant
and
of
the
W.
passengers
Armljo,
,
the
George
In cities and towns throughout
Camp Mills, July 26, 1911.
transaction and there are
the
of greater
to
""
that
desirability
ed
up
them
is
sea
The
rough
very
safely.
Capto
Missouri
discuss
W.
Willson,
To The Optic:
southern half of
Springer, Colonel J.
and
state railroad com- other bankers, brokers
between
the
many
and there is danger that the big
The undersigned company, on behalf of the enlisted men,
tain M. S. Murray, Colonel Secundino steel corporation men In New York
plans for an organized campaign to today
slons
and
Commerce
Interstate
the
so
will
that
liner
be
badly pounded
wishes to thank The Las Vegas Optic for the complimentary ball
exploit the Ozark region. It is proposRomero, Colonel M. L. Stern, Harry who were interested in the threaten
commission" In the control of expresd
be
dewill
Territorial
We
men
Guard.
salvage
impossible.
enlisted
the
of
of,
the
Rational
a
ed to begin
given
systematic campaign
W. Kelly, Dr. J. M. Cunningham, ing events of that time who are to
companies, a committee of railroad
sire also to thank all young ladles who attended, for the social
to call public attention to
advertising
President
Former
summoned.
XT.
be
S.
A.,
commissioners from several states
"Lieutenant
F. S. Young,
'
courtesies shown .us.
REPORTS BILL
UNDERWOOD
the wonderful fruitgrowing and other
Roosevelt, to whom Elbert H. Gary,
met in Chicago todcy to begin a seCaptain W. F. Brogan, General A. S.
of
this
resources
social
and
us
of
section
the
27.
for
UnderThe
natural'
evening passed by
Thanking you again
Washington, July
chairman of the board of directors of
'
ries of hearings 'n the m'.Uer.
Missouri.
Brookes, Captain Harvey M. Shields,
wood cotton revision bill was reportwishing you as much success in business as in social affairs, we
the United srates Steel corporation,
'
Yours
for The Optic,
ed to the house today by Chairman
beg leave to remain,
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., F. H.. Pierce, and Henry C. Frlck appealed when
o
Underwood of the ways and means
ST. LOUIS SPELTER.
Judge E. V. Long loft this afternoon
Herbert W.- Clark and Lorenzo.
the deal to take over the Tennessee f The Enlisted Men of Company F., First Regiment New. Mexico- comn-itte27.
was
but
debate
St.
for
postpon
TrSniiid, where he will rptnain a
Louis,
Guard.
Spelter
strong,
National
July
was
resources
were other quests ' present In company and Its vast
ed until tomorrow.
time on legal business .
4-short
i.655.70.
witness.
a
also
be
1
addition to the governor and his staff planned, may

GOVERNOR MILLS
LAUDS NATION1

GUARDSMEN

Y

F

and the officers, who numbered over
thirty.
The menu was as follows:
Martini Dry Cocktail
Caviar on Toast
Bouillon 'Salted Almonds
Olives
Filet de Boeuf With Mushrooms
Lettuce
Pumme de Terre
Young Peas
Spring Chicken Fried
Fresh Sliced Tomatoes
Mayonalse Sauce
Tee Cream
Macarones
Marascino Cherries
Cafe Noir
Cheese
Crackers
Cigars
Cigarettes
Niersteiner Rhine, Pierre Mont Claret,
Mum's Extra Dry
Camp Mills, N. M., July 28, 1911
Instead ol participating in a ma
neuver this morning the First Regiment of the New Mexico National
Guard spent considerable time
In
drilling. Company drilling in skir
mish formation was done by the ten
organizations during the early morn
ing. From 10:30 o'clock until noon
the soldiers engaged in extended bat
talion drill. Tomorrow morning the
regiment likely will participate in an
other maneuver.
Adjutant General Brookes had expected to pay off the soldiers this
evening, but was obliged to put off
this Interesting transaction until to
morrow on account of the fact that
had not been completed.
the pay-rol- ls
The hospital is still free from injured or HI soldiers, the health of
the camp continuing exceptionally
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pany's income. Such losses must be
en other
into conalderatioa
TO CUT Uken
lines of needed expenditures are under
discussion. The money .'required to
meet the company's liabilities for losses cou'.d be spent to much better ad
vantage in the Increase of facilities
for handling traffic, in the Increase
and general improvement of the roadbed, whereby its safety in operation
would be greatly Increased, In advanc
PANAMA
OF THE COLEMAN POLICY OF OPERATING
es
in wages 01 me employes or in COMPLETION
COMPANY
8ANTA FE RAILWAY
CONSERIOUSLY
DITCH
Is
CUT-OFit
deed
that
POSSIBLE
in any other way
pos
MAKES
CAREFUL INVESTIGA. MAKES
FRONTS U. S.
sible to suggest or conceive. It Is not
THROUGH SERVICE
NEW
TION OF CAUSES
at alHmprobable that the refusal of a
company to advance wages to Its em
Washington, July 27. One of the
San Bernardino, Calif., July 27. In
an
than
more
ployes has frequently been occasioned
If there is one thing
o most Important
questions confronting
will
oper-atSanta
Fe
tte early fall the
other which railway employes might because of the enormous losses it has
Galveston government heads concerns the policy
from
trains
passenger
lie considered to have an Interest in sustained through needless accidents to Southern California, through San of operating the Panama canal. The
occurred on Its lines, the
furthering, it is the campaign which which have
Bernardino, and begin active competi- great ditch is being rushed to compleis 'being conducted by a number of the vast majority of which could have tion with the Southern Pacific for a tion faster than it has been possible
exercise of due
leading companies for the purpose of been prevented by the
share ia that rich traffic which the t rush congress to a sense of the
on
caution
the
care
and
in
part of the
decrease
marked
necessity for providing laws and regbringing about a
Harriman line now has exclusively.
the number of railway accidents of all employes.
new service ulations relating to the maintenance
the
of
The
Inauguration
In
Among the measures now being is
klnd3, and more especailly those
made possible by the completion of and operation well in advance of Its
for bringing about a material
are
adopted
themselves
which tha employe
Colemanieuit-ofr.Chjlatest iconsrtruo-tio- opening to commerce.
the
of railway ac
It Is now too late for congress to
the principal sufferers,, says the Rail reduction in the number
Santa
Fe system.
of
the
project
cidents which occur, it does not ap
action at the present session, but
take
way Record. A thorough investigation
Belen
the
from
be- The new line extends
if matters do not crystallize next winmade by the Santa Fe Into pear that any general plan for the
lias been
cut-of- f
line
main
the
a
branch
of
to
. mo
:
.vue
ta1 mimher
of stowal of rewards to employes who
Ka
prujwruuu
Colorado & Santa Fe, ter the delay will be calamitous. Hapmay distinguish themselves in the of the Gulf,
avoid
are
which
occur
accidents which
the southern pily, however, there Is a promise of,
of such accidents has sug which is the name of
able, with the result that it has been prevention
Santa
Fe
system, and action at the regular session, which
of
lines
the
will not be entirely too late.
demonstrated beyond the, possibility of gested Itself to railway managers. thence to Galveston.
well be worth, their
a
A year ago President Taft began
doubt that from 75 to 80 per cent of the Such plan might
has
Pacific
Southern
the
Although
the
leaders In congress to get
whole were directly attributable to most serious consideration. On
prodding
Fe
Santa
the
route,
shorter
slightly
that prevention is better i
with
busy
problems that in their pegross carelessness on the part of one principle
between
will be able to operate trains
or other of the employes of the system. than cure It might prove much more Gulf and Southern California points culiar way are even more Important
economical to make liberal expend!
than the work of construction. On
Of course it necessarily follows that
in about the same time.
these
might tures in the bestowal of such rewards
with due care every one of
January 1, 1915, according to the exist
the
with
By a traffic agreement
meet the losses Incurred in
have been prevented. Had they been than to
ing law, the president of the United
will
also
Fe
Santa
the
Frisco
system
the company would have been saved the accidents. Of course employes operate the California-Gul-f
service States) is to ask for the assembling of
should remember that they really have
very large amounts in actual money,
cities the fleets of the world in Hampton
more at stake in the prevention of through to New Orleans. Such
would
themselves
roads. After certain official ceremowhile the employes
Worth
Fort
and
Cleburne
ss
Houston,
neve saved the needless sacrifice of accidents than have the companies are on the Santa Fe, and will also nies have been gone through with the
The losses of the latter are usually
many human lives and no end of unnew service. fleets are to pass through the Pan
of a pecuniary nature only, while have the benefit of the
told suffering.
no
direct pas- ama canal on their way to San Fran
is
At
there
present
those of the former may Involve life
cisco.
Experienced railway operators say
on that account may senger service between the gulf and
If anything happened so that the
that there is nothing which interferes and limb, and
and
the
freight
irretrievable. If by a Southern California,
Kceta
were delayed in going through,
with efficiency so much as the occur- be considered
traffic is sent up into Kansas and then
Colonel Goethals pointed out to the
rence of a disastrous accident. It de- Judicious system of rewarls, however, biick across Oklahoma into Texas.
accidents could
moralises everything, and the demor-- i the number of railway
The last connecting link in the Cole- commission, the Panama canal would
the result would
be
reduced,
materially
alizatlon Is necessarily prolonged for
cut-ofman
a line 600 miles long run- be damned; and to guard against that
an indefinite period There are few undoubtedly be worth very much more ning through a virgin and rich sec- contingency he wants time for tuning
cost.
of such accidents in which some of the than its
tion of Texas, has just been complet- up all machinery and for perfecting
are
notkilled
if
outright,
employes,
ed. Local trains are now being oper- the organization. He stated when he
not seriously injured, so that they are FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
ated over certain sections of the road, was here last winter before the comdisabled to work for a long period. Is effective for coughs and colds in and will continue with small additiona- mission that the shipping interests of
This makes it necessary for the com- either children or grown persons. No l- service until the
early fall when the world required eighteen months'
opiates, no harmful drugs. In the standard
pany to employ substltctes for the
trains will be put on the notice at least of what tolls were going
package. Refuse substitutes
to be charged In order that they might
Jured men. As these substitutes are yellow
G. Schae'er and Rei Cross Drug through run from the gulf to the Paci0.
make their contracts. At his last ap
likely to be less skilled and less ex Co.
fic coast.
perienced than the regular men whose
will
throw the Santa pearance he said he had ascertained
This service
places they are filling the efficiency of It doesn't always follow that a man Fe Into direct
competition with the from transportation experts that the
operation must necessarily be greatly Is worth a million Just because he Sunset route of the Southern Pacific, shipping interests ought to be given
hindered, and the risk of further acci- happens to have that much.
now the only way by which, direct at least two years' notice.
dents will thereby be greatly Increascan be made from New Or
connection
ed. Really, It may be Impossible to Right 1n your busiest season when
HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS
leans to Los Angeles.
have
to
the
least
time
you
spare
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
measure the extent to which the risk
you are most likely to take diarrhoea
w. S. Keenan, general passenger
tioney ana Tar Compound will do it.
of accident is increased from this very and lose several days' time, unless
Colorado & Santa E. M. Stewart, lOCVolfram St., Chicuuse. That ft is enormous is such you- have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera agent of the Gulf,
at present in Southern California, cago, writes: "i nave been greatly
a self evident proposition that it does
Remedy at hand and Fe,
auring tne Hot summer
tiak'e a dose om the first appearance of made the announcement that the San irouDiea
to
tiot require anyargument whatever
months with hay fever and find that
r4he disease. For sale by all druggists. ta Fe is not only going to establish
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com
the through service to the gulf, but ound I get great relief." Many others
the men have not discovered the fact
If a man dies of starvation his that It 13
going after1 the business now who suffer similarly vrill be glad to
long ago for themselves, and by the heirs are not apt to quarrel about done
otnent by Mr- Stewan's experience.
the Southern Pacific, with O.
by
exercise of greater care and caution his estate.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
the idea of getting as much of it as Co.
made the occurrence of aocldentB
' "
possible.
much less frequent than they have
The uniform success that has at
"The opening of the Coleman, cut
Some people never go ahead be
been. '
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
off says Mr. Keenan, "will not only cause they wait too
has
and
Diarrhoea
Cholera
Remedy
long to make
It is not the amount of physical made it a favorite
It can put Southern California in direct com sure they are right.
everywhere.
Buffering which has to be endured, of always be depended upon.
For sale munication with the fertile regions of
the actual loss in time and money re- by all druggists.
Texas not yet open for traffic, but will KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLE
sulting from the occurrence of needalso give it what can practically be under certain conditions. The right
emthe'
less accidents that
railway
called another transcontinental rail medicine must be taken before the
ployes Should consider alone in conMOTHER GRAY'S road, bringing rapid and direct ser disease has progressed too far. Mr,
Tex., says:
nection with these disasters. The acSWEET POWDERS vice from all the gulf region and the "I was a.down in bedDale,
for four months
comto
tual money loss resulting
the
FOR CHILDREN, several
with
kidney and bladder trouble and
surrounding states, which are
A OerteinRelief for Fever iftbnesn,
panies in the course of every year is
Headache,
Contttlpation,
more of their bus! gall stones. One bottle of Foley's
annually
pouring
Stomach
Teething
Troubles,
and llRilrnf
Kidney Remedy cured me well and
eomething enormous. Every accident
islanvHAr.
Worm a. They Break up Colds ness into California as well as acting sound." Ask for it. O. G. Schaefer
which occurs is in one sense a needTrade Mark, In 84 hours. At all DruRffiBU
as a fine outlet for the distribution and Red Cross Drug Co.
UOn I accept OKIiiim nmurM r ivr.r,, .nuuroBO,
less and wanton waste of the com tny
substitute. A. S. OLMSTED, L Roy, N.Y.
of California products."
A college education never hin ts
Mr. Keenan says that the service
vill be started at first with through boy if he has sense enough to go to
cars, standard and tourist, from New work after it is all over.
Orleans and Galveston, to Los Ange
The henpecked husband has an idea
les, connection with through Santa
that when his wife puts her foot down
Fe trains to and from Chicago bcla
the very earth trembles.
madelonittheBelenjCuflrPff, this1 service
to .be shortly magnified into the oper
ation of regular trains from the gulf
to the Pacific coast
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Wash Suits and Dresses
at Sensational Prices

$6,oo to $19.50 Garments for $5-- made
well and neatly
0

We have left from our season's business just 22 Wash Dresses,
marked to sell ar.
from Gingham and Linen either plain or fancy patterns. These were
,
$7.50 up to $19.50, 14 of them above $10.00.
Wash Suits, made from Linenne, Rep and Linen an tasteUli
Eighteen two-pieW
trimmed with contrasting colors. These were marked to sell at $6.00 to $14.50 each,
of them above $9.00.
Choice of either line, all this week, for only
ce

.'

$5.00
NO
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California
Los Angeles or San Diego, Fare for the round trip
'

San Francisco, Fare for (he round Irip
Tickets on sale daily, good for

.

$45.60
$50.00

at any point in either direction, within final limit

stop-ove- rs

October 31, 1911.

f,

-
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"Supper Ready"
When you get back to

camp, tirea and hungry, you
do not want to spend the
mirw
evening getting supper ready. You want a stove you
can start up in a minute that will cook quickly and well.
For camp, houseboat or bungalow, a New Per
fection Oil Cook-stov- e
is the ideal cooking device. It
is ready for use in a moment.
It saves all the trouble
of cutting wood and getting in coal It does not overheat
or make dirt in a kitchen ; there are no ashes nor smoke.
It requires less attention and cooks better than any other range.
Marin with 1. 2 and 3 bornm. with
lont . turquoise blue enameled chimnerm.
Tlx
Handaoroelr finuhed ihroujhoul.

and
can be had with of
without a cabinet top, which untied WW
drop ahetwa. towel racka, etc
Dealers everywhere i or write for
circular to tha aearaat
ot the

SEEKS G. A. R, HONORS
Washington, July 27. Colonel John
McElroy, editor and publiser of The
National Tribune of this city, confid
ently expects to be elected to the of
lice
of commander-in-chie- f
of the
Grand Army of the Republic at the
national encampment in "Rochester
next month. Colonel McElroy was a
candidate for the honor at the national encampment at Atlantic City last
year, but was defeated by John E.
Cilman of Boston. At that time charg
es were made against Colonel McEl
roy of having used undue influence
lo secure his election. These charges
subsequently were found to be without foundation and Colonel McElroy
is said to be in receipt of assurances
from state departments and locak
posts throghout the country which indicate that there will be practically no
opposition t ohla candidacy at the Rochester encampment

2- -

OUkCoofctovc

aacr

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

t

'

SnraTns require carerul treatment.
keeD quiet and anply Chamberlain's

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
motherhood.
But even the loving
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is regard
ed as a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this- great remedy, are
in a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
and danger.
Mother's Friend is
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers ; it is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
derived from its use. This remedy
does not accomplish wonders but sim
ply assists nature to perfect its work
-

Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of TT
the breasts, and

M0MfL

Btroith

.Mend

Liniment freely. It will remove the motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
soreness and quickly restore the parts at drug stores.
Write for our free
to a healthy condition.
For sale by book for expectant mothers.'
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
all druggists.

.v.

To make

your trip complete do not fail to visit the

GRAND CANYON of ARIZONA
the worlds greatest scenic wonder.
Side Trip from Williams, Arizona
.
.
.

$6.50

Any information regarding these and other trips will be cheerfully given at the ticket office.

D.

L

BATCHEL0R, Agent.

NOTICE

Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
In the District Court.
Oatarlna Barela do Chavez,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Candido Chavez,

SOME REASONS WHY

No. 7294

Defendant.
The said defendant, Candldo Chavez 13 hereby notified that a complaint has been filed against him in
the district court for the county of
San Miguel, territory of New Mexico,
territory aforesaid, that being the
court in which said case is pending,
by said plaintiff, Catarina Barela de
Chavez, the general object of said action being a divorce upon the grounds
of abandonment and failure to support, for costs and general relief as
will more fully appear by reference
to the complaint filed In said cause,
and that unless you enter your appearance in said cause on or before
the 4th day of September, 1911, judgment will be rendered against you in
said cause by default.
address is
Plaintiff's attorney's
Louis C. Ilfeld, Esq., Las Vegas N. M.
In Witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said court
at Las Vegas, New Mexico, this 3rd
day of July, A. D. 1911.
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
(Seal)
Clerk.

YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

THE

full AssociatedPress report is printed

HONEST presentation of daily happenings
.

EVERYTHING decent to print goes into

OUR

progressive merchants advertise in
columns.

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why
you.

THE best asset

a town can have is a live

INTERESTING events are cnronicled
week.

six

COURAGE is a feature of its editorial

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is smy
m otto. R t
cheerful'
ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

'

15c a Week by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00

The Optic,

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an

flamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused
by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Catarrh
Hallg
Cure.
Send for cirinflamed condition of the mucous lin- culars, free.
of
the
Eustachian
Tube. When
CHENEY & Co..
ing
Sold by Duggiats, 75c. Toledo, Q
this tube Is inflamed you have a rumlaice Hall's Family puis for constV
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it Is entirely closed, deafness is pation.
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube For summer
diarrhoea n
restored, to Its normal condition, ways give Chamberlain's children alColic.
will
be
hearing
destroyed forever;
and Dlarrhrwm Rom,,i
aimj cssior
nine cases out of ten are caused by oil. and a snnodv nn.
catarrh, which is nothing but an in sale by all
druggists.
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The Panama Hat
.....

7;

I

.

:

A

LONG

SLEEP

'

3

ON HIS BEAT.

X:giji

Have
Your

4

9.

"I wonder how Rip Van Winkle felt
when - he awoke from his

sleep.'-

"As if he had been on the police
force."

THE TITLE

OF ALL

ON HIM.

vil

bottled beers has been earned by Anheuser-Busc- h
for "The Old Reliable"

IS
It's impossible to improve upon its Quality and Purity, because
it is brewed only from the best materials and thoroughly aged
in the largest storage cellars in the world. Its mildness and low
percentage of alcohol makes it friends everywhere.

w
T

HE Panama hat of today 1b woven In sizes and shapes to suit
the mode and yet retain something of Its old characteristics.
An Insistent American demand finally
persuaded the native South American
"weavers to vary the shapes they had
woven for so long and to make broader brimmed and larger crowned hats.
The two models shown in the pictures
represent new ideas combined with
the' old in an entirely harmonious
manner. This exquisite straw fabric,
the most beautiful of street or outing
hats, will perhaps come to be made
for all sorts of millinery, but at present we associate it with that for
"which it seems to have the greatest
fitness the "utility millinery, and we
like It best wlh the simplest trimming. A panama of this description
lolds the same position as that of the
s
strictly tailored gown. It
cannot be outclassed.
The problem confronting the milliner Is the conversion of the small
panama of other days into an acceptable hat of today. She has met this
difficulty in a number of ways.
By
turning down the brim and banking
"Wings and chiffon about the crown.
Or by the addition of a border of silk
-'

first-clas-

IN

STRIPED SILK

Bottled only (with corks

This pretty waist is of striped silk,

the

same, which are ornamented with buttons and loops of cord and edged with
lace ruffles. The turnover cuffs are
trimmed in the 6ame way.
The full plastron or chemisette Is
of mou8seline de sole. The girdle is
of the striped silk, fastened a little to
one side under a knot of the same.
.

Handbag Made of Apple Pips.
Apple pips are probably amongst
the last thing in the world that one
would have thought capable of being
utilized in the making of such a useful article as a handbag, yet one In
the possessoln of a Strand reader was
made of nothing else. The pips have
been most skilfully t trung together to
form a pleasing design and the bag
is quite large enough to carry a small
pocket handkerchief.
Making a Buckle.
When a buckle is required for a
dress and you don't care to spend a
lot on one try this: Cut out the shape
Cover
you want In heavy cardboard.
It with the material of which the dress
is made and then trim It with what
ver trimming Is being used. A pretty
one was made of row after row of
beads to match a dress trimmed with
bead fringe. Cover one with lace, gold
tissue or anything.

the

Anheuser-Busc- h

Brewery
St. Louis, Mo'

or ribbon to the edge of the brim and
He If the foolkiller had happened
fancy feather bands of generous pro- on our street last night he would
flexibilcrown.
The
about
the
portion
have had a job.
ity of the crown makes it possible to
She I thought you weren't at home
turn it up or down anywhere It may
last
night
be considerably stretched also. Extra
width is sometimes let in the brim
in another straw or fabric and con
FRONT PLATFORM.
cealed by a silk facing on the under
brim and a soft scarf or sash on the
upper brim.
If the shape seems to be passable
without piecing there is no other trim!....
ming better than a drapery of light
silk or chiffon. The rule Is that the
drapery should be light and durable
like the hat, and in spite of its fragile
appearance chiffon may be repeatedly
washed.
The owner of a panama hat should
not use hatpins to fasten it on with.
Hat fasteners should be sewed to the
head band and thrust Into the hair to
secure the hat to the head. It is almost a crime to thrust pins through
the beautiful, painstaking weave of
which the hat is made. The evidence
of carelessness shows a lack of appreciation. When one sees a fine panama punctured with holes It Is a
mark of inelegance In the wearer.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
Mrs. Jigaon My husband is right
up front In his profession.
Mrs. Wlgson And what does he
HANDBAGS OF EVERY STRIPE
'
o?
Mrs. Wlgson He's a motorman.
Good Point About the Newest Is That
They Can Be Made to Match
the Costume.
NO TIME TO LOSE.

Las Vegas

Expensive Accessories.
Fashionable gowns of the more useful description depend almost entirely upon little accessories in the way
of collars, cuffs, vests and under-sleevfor their suocess. Without
such ornamental addition the average
serge or cloth gown of the moment
becomes a curiously severe looking
affair, distinctly lacking in attractiveness. It Is just these charming oddments which make such heavy raids
womupon one's "pin money," and the
an who is able to reproduce expensive
etceteras In her own sitting room has
an enormous advantage oer her less
skillful sister.

Distributor
N. M.

Calling Cards

Asbestol" Gloves ;
For Railroad Men

c

art perfect because they evr stiffen from wetting or 1
shrtvei frosn heal Wtvab tiara wilh soap ajid water. Triy
Aryott ud pliable. wilh linen thread lock attchd
they "aiano the Hfmin," i ncy ar
worm more
txner giovca put
mo mart.
cuAsk
your dealer for the genulna
M
if ne anouian
MHIl
nave them ten uahis name... we
win mc you are supplied ana

'

Birth Announcements

uu

sbesto

EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED

HORSE

Elstndrath Glovt Co.

isia

HIDE

citiuio

Programs
FOR SALE BY

.

turner

and Stationery

WHOLESALERS OP

Clothing, Dry Goods, Notions. Shoes. IIats, Gaps & Gloves

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

Mach i n ery Headquarters.
Grain Binders,
flowing Machines,
Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,
Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,

Deere Plows,

Farm Wagons,
Spring Wagons,
Buggies,

Binder Twine,
E-M-

-F

Autos.

)
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Trunk Rug.

trunk rug for the guest room will
protect a pretty carpet or matting
from the disfiguring marks often made
A

by a visitor's trunk. The rug may be
of the same material as the floor cov-

The TeacherSomehow or other I
cannot succeed In teaching your son
than
a
a
little
cut
larger
and
ering
any grammar at alL
trunk. Take care to see
good-sizeThe Parent That's all , right I
la
set
squarethat an Incoming trunk
jmess he will write popular songs
when he grows up.
ly on the rug.
-

d

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards

n

Get Wise on Gloves
to buy cheap glove.
Von know it'i expcntiv
They loek through with tteam, water and
after wetting don't protect your hand.
"AabMtol'' Glorea art the most economical
best.
glove. They wear longest and feel
in them U tteam,
cinder and heat proof.

- jw m

possibility of matching costumes with
which It Is worn at small cost. That
is the hopeful message of fashion's
mandate. Tou can make most of the
fabrlo handbags.
There's a tapestry bag with a pointed flap that Is called an "envelope
bag." Its edges are bound with linen
tape or gilt galloon, and It fastens
either by a button and loop or by a
patent clasp that can be bought at
any notion counter.
Linen bags can be made of odd
scraps of goods left from your frocks.
There Is no reason why you should
not have a Utile handbag to match
every summer street dress. The
shapes can be oblong, square, circuof cotton
lar, oval. Drawing-string- s
Bug Hey! Walt a minute, Mrs.
cord are easily run through casings or
crocheted rings on the outside. Hand Snail.
Mrs. Snail I can't stop, now; I am
embroidery can be added to the top
to town to do some Christmas
going
Soutache
of
a
surface
braiding
bag.
shopping, and it's November now!
is another effective way.
The fabric bags can be finished with
metal tops if you wish, but the other
ACCORDING TO WORDS.
method Is Just as good and a little
easier for the maker.

Wedding Stationery

B. F. McGUIRE
'

The separate handbag is fiat, suspended on a cord and of fabric that
is delightful in its newness and in the

with large collar and revers of

or crown capt) at

Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
the city during the summer months may have .The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
often as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
when asking to have the paper sent to a new location.

Cur Prlsea Are Right
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NEW AVIATION RECORD
she supported her weight of sixteen as possible to the distributing market.
pounds by hanging with the grip of Year after year and decade after de .Mlneola, N. Y July 27. St Croix
187
ESTABLISHED
her minute fingers from a horizontal cade they buy their raw materials In Johnstone,
the . Chicago aviator,
bar like a trapeze rod. So hard and the western and central states, ship broke, the American endurance recPUBLISHED BY
"fit" la she that although her penet them to the New England and Atlan ord . for monoplanes and biplanes toTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
rant Is rolling off her bed, she never tic manufacturing districts, make them day, '.when he remained la the air
(lirOOHPOHATCo)
cries over the knocks she receives, as up Into amnufactured products and for four hours, one minute, fifty-thres
then ship the latter, back, to the points and
seconds, circling
EDITOR If they scarcely hurt her.
M. M. PADGETT
The name of this child Is 'Alberta- - of origin, until the farmer can almost the aviation course of about five
times. He was comlee Hamon Kays.
Her father Is recognize on his back the wool that miles thirty-nin- e
Charles Elmer Hays, formerly a star made two trips across the continent pelled to alight before his fifty gallons of gasoline were consumed, beguard on the football team of before It became a coat.
Entered at. the ' Poatof fic at East right
The west and southwest is the great cause of engine trouble. In his
Las Vegas, New Mexico, tor transmis- the Kentucky Military Institute, near
Molssant monoplane, John
sion through the United States Mails Louisville. Her grandmother on the distributing market of the United
as second class matter.
maternal side is Mrs. C. H. Rainy, to States as well as the great producing stone carried about 500 pounds of
day a crack horseback rider, swimmer center for raw material in many linr-- weight in his flight, which was made
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
and all around athlete. Age, 39 In of manufacture. The agricultural im- - at a rate of close to sixty miles an
DAILY BY CARRIER
dui mucn less in temperament, plements that till these millions or hour, and about 300 feet above the
06 years,
tvr Copy
Mrs.
Rainy Is called The youngest lacres ought to be made right here at ground, in a gentle breeze.
15
One Week
66 grandmother in Dunklin county."
One Month
home. There should be cotton mills
DEATH CLAIMS CATCHER
Ol Year
J7.60
During the six years which she on an adequate scale. There should
DAILY BY MAIL
Ocean City, N. J., July 27. John
spent as a student In a convent sem- be at least one big tannery to take
$6.00 inary at.Nevala, Mo., Mrs.
"One Year
famous as a baseball
Hays read care of the millions of hides produced Y. Radcllffe,
3.00 of Infant
Six Months
prodigies of mentality like in this territory every year. There player in the sixties and early sevenat the Ocean City
ties, died
John Stuart Mills, who was a profici- should be factories to utilize
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the num- Yacht clubsuddenly
late
here
ent
Greek
yesterday. He
scholar
at
old.
GROWER
eight years
erous
of the packing was C3
old. Radcliffe was a
years
One Tear
$2.00 Without aspiring to rear an intellec plants.
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Chicago and In Chicso territory,
moving under commodity rates, may
have a rate 7 per cent higher to intermediate points than that imposed
on freight originating in Chicago and
y
Chicago territorydestined to the
terminals.
coast
cific
From .Buffalo-Pittsburthe rates may rise above those demanded from the same points to
Pacific coast terminals to the extent
of 15 per cent, while from New York
and trunk line territory the rates
charged shall not exceed 23 per cent
over the" Pacific" coast terminal rates.

rate
;
Denver: Present rate,
-.
asked for ($L55. r) k
r ,
Mississippi rfvtrw petrfcr, present
rate $1X2; rate asked for $1.37.
Missouri river to Denver, present
rate, $1.15; rate asked for $1.00.
Denver and Salt Lake' City, present rate $1.54; rate asked for $1.25.
Other class rates will be reduced
in proportion.
enAccording to the decisions the
tire country is to be divided into
zones and the zone method of making rates is to prevail.
The railroads in the past based
their rates to the intermountain termakritory on the Pacific coast rates,
the
from
for
example,
the
rates,
ing
east to Reno the same as the total
of the rates from the east to San
Francisco and the local rate back to
This was called the "backReno.
haul" rates. The decision abolishes
that practice and provides substantially that the railroads shall not
charge more for a short haul to an
intermediate
point than to a long
haul over the same lines.
Heretofore blanket rates have pre
vailed from eastern territory to the
Pacific coast on many commodities.
The decision provides that the longer
the haul the higher the rates must
go. It holds, for example, (in the
Reno case, that traffic originating at

The recent announcement of material reductions in the freight tariffs
from Chicago to Colorado points on a
number of commodities, made by
the interstate commerce commission
has aroused the business interests of
New Mexico, both wholesale and re
tail, and it is more than likely that a
determined and concerted effort on
the part of New Mexico business men
will be made to secure like readjustments in freight rates for this terri
tory. The following story in a Denver newspaper explains the value of
the reductions announced for Colorado points in freight rates:
Two decisions handed down in
Washington yesterday by the interstate commerce commission in the
coast
rate cases mean that a readjustment
of all freight rates between the At
lantic and Pacific coast must be made
The commission
by the railroads.
lays down definite lines to be followed in making the adjustments and
instructs the railroads to revise their
tariffs accordingly by October 15.
Rates to Denver from the east will
be reduced more than 30 per cent on
the average, it is expected. The decisions affect enver to as great an
extent as any other western city.
The commission gave a dec'sion in
the Salt Lake case In June, 1910, in
which it granted substantial reductions in rates from the east to that
point. The rates, however, were not
put into effect, pending an Investigation of what effect they would have
on the revenues of the transportation
companies.
The commission sent a large force
of men to Denver and for several
months they checked up the earnings
of the Denver and Rio Grande railroad to show what earnings were
under present ratea and what they
would be if the rates fixed in the
Salt Lake case decision were put into effect.
The commission held in one of Its
decisions yesterday that the reductions ordered In the Salt Lake case
In June, 1910, were fair and reasonable and should go into effect.
Colorado shippers contend that, if
the reductions to Salt Lake were ordered in, an adjustment of rates to
correspond should be made in Denver
territory. Commissioner Prouty, who
rendered the decisions for the commission in the Salt Lake and Spokane
cases, askedthe Denver shippers to
say Just what they thought would be
reasonable rates to this territory,
based on the proposed reductions to
Salt Lake.
These figures were furnished the commission by F. W.' Maxwell, traffic manager of the Colorado
Manufacturers' asiociation.
The following shows the rates on
classes and commodities
various
which are now in effect, and the
rates which were complied at the request of Commissioner Prouty and
were used by the commission Jn
reaching a decision as rendered In
the opinion handed down yesterday,
and are the probable f'rst-clas- s
rate
for Colorado.

SHE WAS SMOTHERING
Rockford, Ala. Mrs. M. C. Paschal,
of this place, says: "I was taken
with nervous prostration, and had
headache, backache, pains In my
spells. I
j right side, and smothering
called in physicians to treat my case,
'
but without relief. Finally, I tried
satisfacCardui, and it gave perfect
tion. I recommend it to every sick
woman." Are you weak,, tired worn-out- ?
Do you suffer from any of the
pains peculiar to weak women? Cardui has a record of over fifty years
in relieving such troubles, and will
certainly benefit you. It prevents
those frequent headaches, and keeps
you up, out of bed, feeling fresh and
happy. Try Cardui.

to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

Scott ville, Mich. "I want to tell you how much
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
done me. I live on a farm and have worked very
hard. I am forty five years old, and am the mother
oi thirteen children. Many ieople think it strange
that I am not broken down with hard work and the
care of my family, but I tell them of my good friend,
your Vegetable compound, ana that there will be
no backache and dragging pains for them if they
will take it as I have. I am scarcely ever without
it in the house. .
"I will say also that I think there is no better!
rood

--

,

,

n

,

"

ni

make them well My eldest daughter has taken the Compound for
pamlul, irregular periods, and it has always helped her.
" I am always ready and willing to speak a good word for the Lydia
E. Pinkham's Remedies. I tell every one I meet that I owe my health,
and happiness to those wonderful medicines." Mrs. J. G. Johnson,
Scottville, Mich., K. K.D: 3.

When shown such positive and reliable proof that Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Coinpound really does cure such cases
wouldn't any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy
would also benefit her if suffering the same?
MORE GENUINE AND CONVINCING PROOF t
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N. B. Street, Elwood, Ind.
prool can any one. ask f

2728

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
w
to write her for advice. She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham,' Lynn, Mass.
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The

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring- -,
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we Till your
prescription.
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Mrs. I3en Williams of Albuquerque
is visiting friends and relatives in
Las Vegas. '
Mrs. M. A. Van Houlon, who has
been visiting here, left today for her
home In Shoemaker.
Mrs. Joe Matt, who resides on the
mesa, left this afternoon for Wagon
Mound, where she will visit friends.
George Arnot, manager of the Albu
querque branch of the GrQSS-Kellcompany, was in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. M. J. Butler, who had been vis
iting here from Albuquerque, the
guest of Mrs. J. C. Bromagen, has returned home.
W. D. Shea, traveling freight ' and
passenger agent for the Denver and
Rio Grande, Is In Las Vegas on a business trip. He reside sin Santa Fe.
Charles Taupert of Topeka, Kan.,
who has been here visiting his brother, R. J. Taupert, left this afternoon
for a visit In Denver en route home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Selsor of Jaspar,
Mo., who have been visiting their
daughter, Mrs. 3. C. Rex, left this aft
ernoon for Guthrie, Okla., where they
will visit relatives before returning
home.
Mrs. Charles O'Malley and children
arrived this afternoon from Denver,
where they have been spending the
past two months. Mrs. O'Malley had
been studying music during her ab
sence.
J. C Baker,profes3or of science at
the Normal University, will leave this
evening for his home In Rldgeway, la.
Mr. Baker will be married before re
turning, the secret having leaked out
some time ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Elliott, arter a
visit to old time friends in
Las Vegas, left last evening for their
home at Amarlllo, Tex., where Mr,
Elliott Is division superintendent for
the Santa Fe. Yesterday afternoon at
4:30 o'clock the Elliott's entertained
a party of friends at dinner In his
private car.

BANKS NEXT IN ORDER
HOUSE COMMITTEE DECIDES TO
LEARN IF FINANCIAL COMBINATION EXISTS

Washington, July 27. The next big
Investigation to be undertaken by the
house of representatives will be to
determine 'whether there is a great
banking combination, with power to
control credit, exchanges and deposits
and cause, business depressions and
panics. After hearing Representative
Llndburgh of Minnesota today, the
house rules committee decided to report favorably a resolution at its next
meeting.
The Investigation will be made
either by the monetary commission or
the house committee on banking and
currency,, probably the latter.
Representative Weeks of Massachusetts of the monetary commission,
appeared before the committee on the
Llndburgh resolution. While he did
not oppose the inquiry, he scoffed at
the idea that there was such a thing
as a "money trust." At the same
time Mr.' Weeks though it might be
a good Idea ' to have the monetary
commission investigate.

two-week- s'

,

Arrangements have been completed
for the Modern, Woodman of Ameri
ca s big social 'meeting tomorrow
night. It will bei held in Fraternal
Bortherhood hall. Every Woodman
now attending the National Guard en
campment is ' invited especially, as
well as ylsiting members of the order
in this city and the regular members.
Plenty of entertainment will be pro
vided and the session promises to be
NEGRO TO DIE ON GALLOWS
an auspicious one. State Deputy Cog-deOklahoma City, Okla., July 27.
hours
of.
willbje present and will make an
s Spending his. Jew remaining
life in reading the Bible and smok- address. J.
,

;

ll

ing cigarettes, John Henry Prather.a
young negro, is awaiting the call to
the gallows tomorrow morning. The
near approach of the day of execution
and the knowledge that there is little
or no probability of a respite have
caused no noticeable change In the
demeanor of the condemned man.
Prather and four other young negroes were convicted of the murder of
W. H. Archie in this city last April
Prather has never denied firing the
fatal shot, saying he committed the
murder after he and his companions
had robbed Archie "so he could be
''able to say he had murdered a white
man." The execution of the other
four negroes has been delayed by
the appeal of their cases to the high
"
'court.
--
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woman with a drug store complexion isn't aways trlue to her colors.
A

EVERY MONTH NEAR DEATH
Foster, Ark. Mrs. Fannie ElliB, of

JOHN BLACK PAROLED
FROM PENITENTIARY
SAYS

HE SERVED OVER
FIVE
YEARS FOR CRIME HE NEVER
COMMITTED
-

After having served five years and
six months of ajseven years' sentence
for train robbery.' John Black was released yesterday from the federal prison in Leavenworth, Kan., on parole.
Black, in company with his brother,
James Black and John Murphy attempted to rob the Rock Island mall
train at Logan, N. M., on the night
of June 30, 1904. The men were tried
in Las Vegas and convicted, being
sent to the federal prison In 1905.
The trial of the three men was the
moat sensational legal proceeding in
the bjstory of the Fourth Judicial district if not of the entire territory. Several trials iresulited in hung juries. The
cases were' hard fought and ' the suspected robbers put up a strong deThe evidence was purely cirfense.
cumstantial and the Blacks and Murphy stoutly maintained their Inno

Foster says: "I was sick for seven
years, and half the time could not
stand on my feet. Every month, I
was very near death. I tried Cardui,
and in two months, I was cured, and
stout and healthy. My
am now
friends all ask me now what cured
.
me. My looks are a testimonial to cence.- ;
Black is about 40 years of age. He
Cardui." No matter how serious or
thi trouble, Cardui will was a locomotive engineer before his
Black
help you. It is a mild, vegetable, aiTest. Upon leaving prison,
to went to Guthrie, Okla. He still main
tonlo remedy, especially adapted
relieve and cure the common woman- - tains he was sent to prison for a crime
Jim Black was re- It relieves womanly !fcedld not commit
,'ly ailments.
st
payola-laJanuary. Mur- pains andI astorViS womanJystrngth.i VseL
W
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pri
igTry Cardi
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Modern seven room home on Seventh St. 'All
both inside and out, in
improvements,
Three
lots, good lawn and
best condition.
.
trees
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HAVE LAS VEGAS REORGANIZED
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The box score:
Dawson
AB. it. h pn
V. 3 1'
Dorsey.'sa.
CLUB
Mtlieever, 2b. ' .'. . . . .4' 0
Donovan, cf. . . . . I .. .5 0

GEOKGE A. FLEMING, Manager.
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Gross,

TYPE

Ciark, If.
Henry, c
Richter. 3b

y
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WINTERS DRUG

CRAiLESS

PERSONALS

Prescrlptionist

struck out eight batsmen and held
Okwson to 'six hits, some of which
Mitre of the lucky variety. It was only
iu Uie fifth innings that Dawaon wa
able to score. Twot hiu. a sacrifice
fly and an error, coupled with a base
on balls was responsible for the

CAR DAWSON MINERS

The labor of cranking a motor car
is to be eliminated by a large number
of motor car makers for the comiug
season of 1912. An automatic starting
device which has been in use on a fw
cars this year, has been adopted by
nearly fifteen manufacturer for their
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woman who won't worry a bit
about Jakljiji
twenty pounds of
.?!satJEJll-EO.Srlahout taking on
lJ
two years of age.
A
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Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optfa

Edburn, P
Lansing, p
Richards

Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3.
Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2
Dawson, 2; Maroons, 3
Santa Fe, 13; Maroons
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Albuquerque,
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Maroons
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20

2b

Wilson,

Albuquerque,

4;

Arter, rf.
Lockhart, lb
Martin, c
Smith,' cf
Cornish, as
Barr, p

Ma- -

roons, 3.

June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons 9.
June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
July 4 Wagon Mound, 3; Ma-roons, 10.
July 9 Santa Fe 6: Maroons 8.
July 15 Albuquerque, 6; Ma- roons, 10.
July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- -

. .

July

17

f
4- -

f

v

4

4 Won

f

4
Standing of the Team
12; lost 7; percentage .631.

pitching by Barr and heavy
hitting during the two openings innings
enabled the Maroons to defeat the fast
Dawson baseball club at Amusement
V&rk yesterday afternoon by a score
of 7 to 3. Dawson never had a show
to take the game. It belonged to the
Maroons after their first session at
the bat when they gathered in four
scores. In the second the Maroons
grabbed three more; then the scoring
Mopped. Dawson managed to pile up
three in the fifth, but Barrstightened
up and held the visitors safe the remainder of the game.
Edburn, formerly of the Maroons,
attempted to defeat his former tsam
riatee. He didn't last two entire Innings. Fisher," the first man at bat,
got a base on balls, going to second
on a passed ball. Wilson was hit by
one of Edburn's slants and took first.
Arter came up with his mighty club
e
and ihammered out a
hit that
scored Fisher and Wilson. Lockliart
and Martin made easy outs, Smith
ripped off a hit and scored Arter. Cor-isproduced a two base hit, advancing Smith to third. Barr hammored
a drive out into the left garden.
Smith scored but a pretty throw by
Clark nipped off. Cornish at the plate
and ended the agony.
The second inning was a repetition
oft the first. Ellis felw out to left
field. Fisher singled, Wilson got on
vhen Cole erred and
Fisher took
th'rd. Arter hit to short who caught
VVUson on a, forced out.
Lockhart
delivered & handsome three-sacke-r
and scored Fisher and Arter. At this
stage of the game Mr. Edburn retired
and Hon.
Lansing went
into the box. He began by hitting
Martin and nearly breaking the
arm. Then he made a wild pitch
that allowed Lockhart to score.
After that Lansing was the real
goods. He held the Maroons to two
scratch hits, which were gathered
in by Cornish and Barr.
Lansing has
a change of pace and an underhand
delivery that he works effectively.
Whenever the Maroons managed to
connect with his slants they were unable to hit the ball out of reach of
the fielders. Lansing forced many batters to hit easy
s
which were
gathered in with eclat by the Dawson
'
bunch.
'Bairr pitched'
ball
magnificent
He
Air-tig-

two-bas-

h
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Score by innings:
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Summary: Three base hits Lockhart, Cross.
Two base fcits Arter;
Sacrifice hits MoGeever.
Innings
pitched by Edburn one and
,
by 'Lansing six and
by Barr nine. Hits off Edburn 6. oft
Lansing 2, off Barr 6. Struck out by
Edburn 0. by Lansing 8, by Barr 8.
Bases on balls off Edburn 1, off Barr
1.
Hit by pitohei' Riohter, Wilson,
Martin. Passed balls Henry 1, Martin 1. Wild pitch Lansing. Time of
game 2:00. Umpire Duncan.

' Before You Start on Your Vacation
Trip, We Would Like
to Show You Our Line of Vacation Articles, such as
ii

TroLveling Sets,

two-tMrd- s,

Flasks, Drinking Cups,

Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,
,i
Stamp Boxes, etc.
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Jeweler
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Optician
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NOTES OF THE GAME
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"Doc" Cornish

4-

RETAIL PRICES- -
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is fast on the bases.

He stole second yesterday but slid
clear off the bag and was called out.
Cornish got two nice hits.
He is
credited with four errors but none of
them was costly.
Martin got a hot one on the arm
while at bat. He probably will not
not be able to get back, into the game
for a few days as 'the injury will interfere with his throwing.
Ellis had a busy day In left field
in everyyesterday. He gathered
thing that came his way and some of
them were might hard chances.
Louie Arter has been dubbed "Big
Foot" by the fans. He is some slugger. Yesterday he handled some difficult chances in left field.
Dorsey, the "human flea" had little
to say yesterday. Usually he is bubbling over with conversation. He had
the misfortune to get hit on the hand
while bating, which interfered somewhat with his playing.
Brierly is not with Dawson now. He
has been replaced by Henry. Corich,
the clever left hander, is also not in
the Dawson lineup. Richards or Edburn were scheduled to pitch today's

2,000 Iba. or Mora, Each Delivery
1,000 Iba. to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 Iba,, Each Delivery
N Iba. to 200 Iba, Each Delivery
Lass Than 50 Iba., Each Delivery

The Maroons should have a field
captain and the players should be
made to obey him. Yesterday Wilson
and Cornish collided when aft a

20o par 100 Iba.
25o per 100 Iba.
SOo per 100 Iba.
40o par 100 Iba.
50c par 100 Iba.
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Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting- Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
-

GROSS, HELL

Y & CO.

(Inooporatod)

WHOLESALE Q ROGERS
and Dealer in

WOOL, HIDES
BAIN WAGONS

RACINE

antt PELTS

VEHICLESS

cjl

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M
Corona, N. M., Kowe, N. M., Pecos, H. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

SanM iguelNationa! Bank
i. M.
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FRANK SPRINOER.
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SEVEN HOUSES

game.

DRY CLEANERS

Phone'Main 35.
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THE PARISIAN

523 Sixth Str

0

0
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will clean and press all Men's
and Woman's Garments,
Laces. Lace Curtains, Kid
Gloves and Slippers, Neckties; Clean and Bleach Straw
and Panama Hats; Clean and
Block , Felt Hats.
We call
for and deliver the goods.
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4

Maroons

4

4--

0

1

Dawson

July 22 Raton, 8; Maroons, 18.
July 23 Raton, 6; Maroons. 3;
(six innings.)
July 26 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 7.

0
4

Dent Hide Them With a' Veil; Re- move Them With' the New Drug
As eminent akin specialist recently
discovered a new drug, othine double

BASEBALL

,4

ElMs,

Santa Fe 12; Maroons

10.

1

1

t3

roons, 6.
4-

4

0 13

AB. R. H.

..,

Fisher, 3b.

Ma

roons, 4.

June

3

0
0
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FRECKLES

r

strength, which is so uniformly successful In removing freckles and giving a clear beautiful complexion that
it la sold by druggists under an absolute guarantee to refund the money If
it falls.
Don't hide your freckles under a
1 veil; get an ounce of othine and remove them. Even the first night's use
will show a wonderful improvement,
some of the lighter freckles vanishing
YESTERDAY'S GAMES
entirely. It Is absolutely harmless.
ar.d cannot Injure the most tender
National League
skin'.'.
3
New York, E; Cincinnati, 3.
Be sure to ask, your druggist for ths
Boston, 1; Chicago 4. (First game). double strength othine; it is this that
Boston, 2; Chicago, 7. (Second Is sold on the money back guarantee.
p
E game).
0
Brooklyn, 1; Pittsburg, 12.
2
A man has to eat a good many fine
Philadelphia, 6; St. Louis, 7.
0
dinners with friends to think all of
American League
them put together are worth one ca'l
Chicago, 1; Boston, 3.
from him.
0
Detroit, 5; Washington, 12.
St. Louis, 7; New York, 6. (First
game.)
Maybe in the next world the dead
St, Louis, l; New York, 5. (Second beasts have to work it all out stoking
game.)
the fiery furnace at a dollar a
Cleveland, 5; Philadelphia, 6.
t,-

Batted for Dorsey in ninth.

11.

June

0

4
4

lb

Cole,

2.

June
June
June
June

new models.

While several types of
apparati are being experimented with
the pneumatic type is the most pop
ular. One or two cylinders are tapped for a small pipe leading to a storage tank, where the compression from
those cylinders Is held. The loss in
power because of this waste of compression is negligible. From the tank
the various cylinders of the motor
are laid distributing tubes. When it
is desired to start the engine a button
on the dash is pushed, a small valve
disoiiens, the air flows through the
tributing ducts and forces the piston
in one of the cylinders down. Failure
cf tlhis device to work is only caused
by the motor being on "dead center,"
in which case, if the engine be "turn
ed over" an inch or two, the air will
perform its duty.
The air which is stored in the tank
attains a pressure of two hundred
pounds and has been known actually
to run a motor car by its own force
with the gears meshed in second speed
Tires are inflated iron, the pessure
tank and air brakes, which were tried
with little success on the Northern two
yarB ago, again are being experimented with.
Foredoors, while having their advantages in keeping out dust and
wind, possess the undesirable attribute
of being uncomfortably warm. The
manufacturers are busy now finding
suitable ventilators. The general tendency is toward a hidden ventilator
in tihe dash, while others favor the
floor ventilator.
Semi and three-quartelliptical will
be the more common type of spring
employed this fall, although the plat
form spring still will have its quota
Shock .absorbers, will
of adherents.
lie more in use than ever. One of the
new departures will be In the frames,
where pressed steel will replace the
drop forged material to a large extent,
The employment of four speeds on
motor cars has long been debatable
question. Most of the designers have
ccme to the conclusion, however, that
four speeds save the strain on the
motor when it is being "worked up''
from, low to high, because there is no
necessity for racing the engine in order to overcome inertia.
The poppet valve motor, has a
strong rival in the "Silent" Knight
sliding sleeve motor. An effort is being made to place other rotary valve
motors (of the
type, however)
on the market. Although rotary valve
motors are greeted with favor in com
mercial circles, it is hardly probable
that any except the Knight motor will
be used on pleasure vehicles.
Since ithe rapid development of a
motor driven dynamo, electric light
ing has become more general in gasoline cars. Several companies have
announced that the new lighting sys
tem shall be a part of their regular
equipment for 1912.
No more will the blithesome "Joy
rider" have the opportunity to "bor'A new
row" a waiting motor oar.
will
which
device,
locking
effectually
baffle any attempt to steal a machine, has been placed on the market.
It id a contrivance which locks the
titnemission lever at neutral. It resembles a sliding wedge, which fits
over tee gear shirt and falls down
between the guide slots.
When in
that positon lit can be locked to the.
lover, and the motorist then can waihj
the ball game or the opera withmit
the lurking. f!tj that at the same tfche
aorrua
ie .Batatal. laklng a quiet
little spin in his machine. Another
effective locking device consists of a
padlock with a long arm that locks
over the brake ratchet and prevents
the brake from' being released.

THE MAROONS' RECORD
May 16 Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
May 17 Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
May 30 Railroaders, 1; Maroons

4

4

high Infield hit. The ball got away
frcm them. Smith wu called In from
floJd after a ball that should
have been handled by the Infield. Ha
could not redrh it and Paw son got a
hit on the ploy.
A big crowd wifnwxl yesterday's
Bame. The fnn rooted consistently
for the home Imhii and didn't bait the
umpire, which In aomewtmt unusual.
Turn outa Ilka ywtrday are what
make baseball tonmn win and pay.
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Keep on coming to this bank of savings be- cause they know they getja square deal here
and that we pay best rates ofjinterest.
The
officials of this

;

,!

SAVINGS BANK

J

obliging and treat their patrons liberally
where loans and discounts are arranged for.
Accounts subject to daily check.

.
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NoMansJ
A ROMANCE

halt-friendl-

By Louis Joseph Vance

IHuitrationi by Ray Walters
(Copyright,

Leais Joupb
SYNOPSIS.

191a, bjr

that there was no refuge for
there. . . .
Then he pulled up on the sound of
a heavy fall behind him a dull crash
followed by a short, stifled cry and a
harp crack as of two stones coming
together.
He looked back in time to see the
short, starved figure of Appleyard
straightening up from the body of tbe
Chinaman, to see the little man's
smile, and to
hear him say in a tone of quiet reassurance:
"All right, old top. He's
down and three times out."
Incredulous and half exhausted.
Coast staggered back to the boat
The Chinaman lay like some mon
strous effigy of man, inert sprawling,
with a sagging jaw, shut eyes and a
ragged, bleeding wound in the middle of his forehead. A bit of driftwood part of the
branch of a small tree waa twisted
between his feet; a formidably Jagged
stone In Appleyard's hand eked out
the story of bis downfall.
"It wasn't anything." the little man
explained with his timid, makeshift
smile, noting Coast's expression. "I
saw you coming heard the shots to
begin with and made preparation
Lucky you chanced this
way. Otherwise . . ."
He shrugged and cast away the
stone that had served so famously.
"We'd better be making tracks before
the others came down on us," he suggested calmly.
"You you've killed him!" Coast
panted.
"Um-no; sorry to say." Apple-yar- d
moved to one side and picked
up the revolver which had fallen from
the Chinaman's hand. "Unfortunately
he
just stunned. . . . Mebbe,"
added, brightening momentarily, "it'll
turn out concussion of the brain, but"
he, made a dubious mouth "I'm
afraid not. Those, brutes are tough
as
Still, I think I'm some
promlsln' entry in the David and Goliath class what? . . . Come along
now: no time to waste."
He dropped the weapon into a pocket, and seizing Coast's arm, began to
trot him along the beach in the direction of the Echo's dory.
"You see," he commented severely, "what comes of going out alone.
Next time I go calling, I want you to
stay at home and keep out of mischief. Now you hear me!"

Y'&oco.)

water-bleache-

CHAPTER I. Garrett Coast, t youn
business man of New York City, meets
n Hcqualntance named Douglas Black- who Invites litm to a card party
;j. u,som
friends. He sccepts the Invi!')
to Hurt, although he dislikes Blackstock,
t' reason belnt? that both are In love
ith Katherlne Thaxter. Coast attempts
1o convince her that Blackstock Is not
worthy of her friendship but does not
succeed.
CHAPTER II. At the party with Iilack-ptocCoast meets two friends named
and Van Tyne. The play runs
Jhih. there Is a quarrel, weapons are
and Ulackstock shoots Van Tyne
prawn He
then makes a movement as If
pead.
o commit suicide.
Coast strueeles to
wrest the weapon from him, and thus
the police discover them. Blackstock and
Dumias accuse Coast of killing Van Tyne
and ha la arrested for murder.
CHAPTER III. coast Is convicted. Just
s
as he begins his sentence, however.
confesses to his perjury, names Bla'k-etoc- k
as the real murderer and then kills
himself. Coast becomes free, but Black-vtor- k
has married Katherlna Thaxter and
jPuncias

Dun-Bu-

pied.
IV. Coast
CHAPTER
purchases a
named the Echo. His mind Is dispacht
turbed over the marriage of the woman
(he loves.

'CHAPTER
sailing; his yacht,
PCoast sees a man forced over the rail of
at a distance. Coast rescues htm
the refugee to be a fellow
Eboat
Appleyard, who pretends he was
a stowaway on the boat and was thrown
hlle

overboard,

CHAPTER VI.
Appleyard Induces
larrlve at a lonely Island, which Appleyard
tells Coast Is an unhablted spot known
No Man's Land. Next morning Coast
rinds his helper and the tender of tbe
yacht missing.
CHAPTER VII. The tender Is afterward found on the shore by Coast and
he starts out to explore the desolate
Island. He comes upon some deserted
buildings, and discovers ua. man dead. He
has been executed with
bowstring.
CHAPTER
his InvesIn
No Man's Land, Coast distigations
covers a house and upon approaching It
sees a woman whom he
as
his missing love, Katherlne recognizes
Thaxter.

ICoast to let him run his craft, and they

pig-Iro-

CHAPTER

VHI.-Conlln- ulng

of Blackstock
.TF,R.1?-TJ,'wl- fe
husband,
under th
bou-l- 't
has
18?
the Island.
?AT blind, but an
wireless operaexpert
tor, and has established a station there,
oast
f
Informs her that her husband was
the real murderer of Van Tyne.
CHAPTER
about, Coast
from his hiding sees Blackstock
and
some Chinamen
man. They
a
burying
discover Coast and
fire at him. Ha la
rescued by Appleyard.

FS'

(Continued from Yesterday.)
As If to confirm the wisdom of tills
euggestion as well as Blackstock's
d
tears, the dog at that Instant
a sonorous and savage growl
(which changed to a sharp yelp as a
jblt of rock, flung with, surprising accuracy by one of the grave-diggerlanded on Its sides. Confused and in
pain for the blow must have been a
one the
animal
blind
ehrewd
ewerved, scuttled off, disappeared.
At the same time Coast was aware
that some object passed from Black-stock- 's
hand to the Chinaman's. A
second later a little tongue of reddish
tfiame licked out from the mouth of a
held by the latter, and Coast
Eevolver vicious
bark coincident with
la smart thud as the bullet lodged In a
J)eam immediately behind aim.
It might have teen poor xnarkman-shlporfalthe Chinaman might have
aimed at the dog; on the other
band , . .
Coast decided to make himself a
present of whatever benefit might be
beld to Inhere in the doubt He
gained the rear entrance In a bound,
(with another found himself charging
idown the embankment,
in whose
treacherous composition of loose sand
end gravel he struggled momentarily
find vainly for a footing. Then he fell
and rolled ingloriously, accompanied
iby a cloud of dirt, rubbish and small
stones. At the bottom of a descent of
come thirty feet he picked himself
lup, unhurt but shaken, just as a second bullet ploughed up the sand two
paces to one side.
There was no longer any question
us to the Identity of the target. Coast
permitted himself a single, fleeting,
upward glance, caught a clnemato-graphi-o
glimpse of the Chinaman
like some huge, ungainly bird in his
loose, flapping garments, descending
(the bank and turned and ran bead-loninter-Becte-

XI.

While his crew was whipping the
dory's headwarp round a deck-cleaCoast stood in the cock-pi- t
of the
Echo, frowning thoughtfully at the
blurred loom of land to starboard,
whose shadow seemed to fall cold
upon his soul with a sinister presage
of suffering and disaster. For there
was Katherlne, there Blackstock, there
mystery, terror, death; . . . and
there he himself must he, for her
sake.
Out of the horror and turmoil of
the last half-hou-r
he emerged with
conviction and understanding. She
must not be left alone in that place
of nameless perils. Such doubts as
he had previously entertained no
longer found footing in his thoughts:
It was settled now; he would stay.
In the emotional stress of his unforeseen encounter with the woman
temporarily he had forgotten the victim of the bowstring. But now, basing his conclusions on what she had
told him of the personnel of the Island, he saw without doubt that the
man could have been no other than
that Mr. Power she had named as
Blackstock's assistant. Power was
an Irish name: Coast had catalogued
the man as of Irish extraction, at
t,

sight

...

If the motive for the assassination
remained dark, that Blackstock was

r;

i

Presently, come distance ahead, the
Bhadowy proportions of the beached
catbeat took shape through the mist
For come reason Coast hailed It with

a

sob of hope: Heaven alone knows
what manner of hope the sight of It
beld out to his dazed preemptions. He
bad merely a bewildered notion that
If only he could hold out until he
reached the boat it would afford him
some sort of shelter or else that he
might stumble across some nonde
script weapon of defence a broken
oar anything.
Somehow he did manage to gain the
little vessel, and, with his pursuer
pounding on not fifteen feet In the
rear, doubled like a rabbit round its
stern. He had a fugitive impression,
as he passed, of a curious something
crouching there; but with no time for
recognition, or indeed for thought, he
shot on, of a sudden painfully alive
io vE Uct tt?t he nad been mlstakeo- -

...

Held His Breath Fearing He Was

Dis-

covered.

privy to it, if not the prime instigator of the crime, was as patent as
daylight
Coast knew in his heart that he
was fated never to leave No Man's
Land while the woman he loved remained there with the man he feared,
despised and hated.
Mr. Appleyard, having made fast
the dory, sat himself down, filled and
lighted his pipe, and for several moments regarded Coast with a look at
once contemplative, penetrating and
sympathetic. Then he chose to divert
his employer with an enigmatic observation.
"Silly of you," he remarked coolly.
Coast came out of his abstraction
with a Btart "What's that?" he demanded sharply.
"I said: 'Silly of you.,H
"What d'you mean by that?"
"I mean," drawled the little man,
wasting valuable time
"tiny
Standing there with your hands idle
and trying to make up your mind
what's beat. to be done about it ..If

we were only a bit better acquainted,
or if you had a grain of perspicuity
in your make-up- ,
you'd have realised
long ago that you'd better leave it all
to me."
"What!" stammered Coast "What
in thunder are you talking about?"
Appleyard removed the pipe from
his mouth and waved it comprehensively toward the Island. "That." he
aid, sententious, smiling sweetly up
into the amiued face of his companion.
"Tour predicament" he added. "If
you'd only stayed put I'd have had
everything fixed, but of course you
had to butt in and complicate matters.
Not that I'm at all dismayed; I can
still arrange everything satisfactorily,
I think.
Hut you oughtn't to interfere. If I didn't like you so much I'd
be awful' vexed, honest I would!"
Coast sat down and gasped with
astonishment and Irrational resentv
ment. "Kither you're mad!" he said
"raving
"You lose your first guess," the little man interrupted calmly. "I'm talking sense, and I'll prove it. Listen:
your hmm!
you're cudgelling
brains for an excuse to go back and
establish yourself on No Man's Land
persona grata to the Inhabitants,
temporarily at least. Aren't you?"
Coast's jaw dropped. "How do you
know that?" he breathed, thunderstruck.
"I'm the best little guesser you ever
met," replied Appleyard complacently. "Take it from me, I'm wise to a
lot more than you ever dreamed.
Furthermore, I'm for you. Now, with
that entente clearly established, are
you willing to put yourself in my
hands and rest easy in my assurance
that you'll win out, or do you prefer
d
to blunder on in your infatuated,
way and take your chances?"
"But but who are you? What do
you know?"
"I'm the man in the know in this
case, all right. But that's not the
point. I'll explain, and to your satisfaction, later. For the present, the
questions is: Will you or won't you
trust me?"
Coast made a helpless gesture. "Go
on," he said.
"Good enough. Now,"
continued
Appleyard, rising, "the first thing to
do is to clear out of this. You get the
anchor up and I'll start the machinery.';

or"

bull-heade-

"But"

"Tut, tut! Leave it to me; I'm the
doctor, and I'm handing you the only
possible prescription, based on an exhaustive diagnosis of the symptoms,
et cetera. And you'd better hump
yourself. As things stand," the little
man paused to explain with a trace
of impatience, seeing that Coast made
no move and was on the point of interposing further objections, "we have
the advantage of our friends ashore.
We know who they are, but they don't
know us. But if we stick round here
it's only a question of time before
we're discovered. Whereas, If we fold
our tent and silently beat it, we can
return anon (get that 'anon?') and
they'll have less excuse for identifying us with the first rash intruders.
Morevover, we shall have had time
to study the situation in detail and
.
plan our campaign accordingly.
.. Now
will you get that mud-hooup?"
He turned his back to Coast and
prepared to uncover the motor, while"
his putative employer, mystified and
talked into a condition of
silently rose and clambered forward.
By the time he had weighed in the
light anchor and returned to the
cockpit, the little engine was trob-bin- g
busily and the Echo had begun
to move,' Appleyard at the wheel, imperturbable, steering by the compass
on the seat at his side. He nodded satisfaction as Coast began to coil the
cable, still dazed and almost Inclined
to credit the preposterous situation
"
to a waking dream.
"Good!" said the little man. "Now
get below and change you can't afford to catch your death, standing
round in those dripping rags and relieve me, that I may do the same.
Furthermore, I'd be glad of a drop of
grog. We'll talk later."
"Do you mind telling me where
we're bound?" Coast inquired with
mild sarcasm.
"Not. at all. This course ought to
take us clear of Devil's Bridge," returned the little man helpfully.
Coast was in a more cheerful mood,
too, when he returned, the confidence
and courage of his manner bearing
witness to the restorative power of
plenty of hot coffee and bacon and
k

semi-hypnosi-

eggs.
"A change has come over the spirit
of our dream yes?" Appleyard inquired. "Nothing like food on the hu-

man stomach to make the skies seem
brighter. Not that it seems to affect
this weather any: it's thick as curds.
We ought to pick up that buoy before
long won't be happy till I get it"
"You're sure about this thing?"
asked Coast, perhaps not quite coherently. The other seemed to understand him, none the less.
he returned. "I
know where- - we started from and what
we're aiming for; this is a perfectly
good compass, so long as you keep It
from flirting with the coll; and I've
You
made allowance for a
watch!"
Coast sat down. ''Well?" he said,
with the air of one no longer to be
denied.
'
"Wel-said the little man reluctantly, "if you must know all
. . ." Coast received an amused
glance. "I read the papers."
"What's that go to do"
"So, when you were kind enough
to tell me your real name, after your
gallant rescue yesterday morning, I
knew at once Just who and what you
were.?
lee-tid- e.

"0!" said Coast, a thought blankly.
"Just so. It never occurred to you
that you were a public character, in
a way? I noticed that And your lack

of
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me.

Also the aroma of mystery yon exhale, lntrlguled (If I may coin the
word) my romantic imagination."

Coast flushed. "The deuce It did!"
he exclaimed angrily.
"Don't Dose your temper please.
I know I sound impertinent but I
don't mean to be so; it's just my
tenipryment makes me such a cut-up- .
. . . When I waked up before you
did yesterday, I thought it all out
and I sez to myself, sez I: 'His biography ain't
yet and unless I'm mistaken something grievous,
of him by the
Romance is
If I can
hand, like a little che-ild- .
work It,, I'm goin' to stick round and
see what happens next.' You see, it's
my business to go about nosing into
other people's."
"I see," said Coast curtly, with a
feeling of contempt which he took no
trouble to disguise.
"Yes," assented Appleyard serenely. "I make my living that way.
Government pays me a handsome salary for doing it."
"What!" A light was beginning to
to dawn upon Coast
The little man nodded gravely. "The
U. S. Secret Service," he affirmed.
"Let us begin at the beginning, for
clearer
Appleyard
undrestandlng,"
continued. "I'm not here for my
health I'm on the Job; and things
have shaped round so that I want'
your help temporarily while you certainly need mine. That's why I'm letting you in by the basement door and
speaking In stage whispers. You get
me? What I'm telling you is to be
kept under your hat"
"Certainly; that's understood."
"Right you are. . . . Now, the
particular phase of lawless Industry
at present engaging my distinguished
professional attention is" he allowed
himself the dramatic pause "smuggling. For some time the Treasury
Department has been aware that a
very considerable quantity of highly
dutiable goods was finding its way
into the country mainly for the New
York markets without paying toll.
A syndicate of Maiden Lane Jewelers
has been reaping most ef the profit,
although other goods have been coming through; but that's by the way.
Now the Customs net is fine enough
to assure us that no such heavy importations could have been sneaked
in through any regular port of entry.
All we were certain of was that it
was getting in duty free though we
So
couldn't prove even that.
then, I was turned loose on the problem, and I've been puzzling over it for
six months."
He was briefly silent, apparently in
reminiscent mood. "Early in the
game," he resumed, "I had cause to
believe that most of the stuff was
seeping in through New England. So
I sat me down and tried to figure it
out from the other side's point of
view supposing I wanted to turn
the trick on my own account See?"
"Clearly; Go on."
"Being a product of this neck o'
the woods made it some easier; I
know the coast pretty thoroughly. It
struck me how
easy It would
be to establish a depot for the reception of goods on one of these little
islands hereabouts or even at some
retired point on the mainland. Then
one could ship the stuff over' by any
It to a
old unlikely tramp, trans-shi- p
.smaller vessel at some agreed point
off the coast and stow it away for
distribution practically at one's own
convenience. With' such a central
station, the stuff could be smuggled
to the railroad through any number
of small harbors a trunkful here, a
'trunkful there, all disguised as passenger baggage; and these waters are
so thick with small craft that their
comings and goings attract practically
no attention. . . . Plausible, fea-
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LODGE

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
A. M.

LAS VEGAS CO'MMANDERY,

NO. 2,

Optic's Number, Main 2.
ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five centa per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
ilne. No ad to occupy less
space than
two lines. All advertisements charg-iwill be booked at space
actually
t, without regard to number of
ords. Cash In advance preferred.
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Wanted
WANTED

Operator to copy Aasc- ciaiea rress report over The Optic's
leased wire, daily except Sunday,
11:30 to 2:30. Call on
city editor.

WANTED

Men and boys in Los An
Small pay but can learn
trade of automobiles, electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying on actual contract jobs. 300 students last year.
Catalogue free.
United!
Trajde
School Contracting
Co., Los An
geles.

geles.

For Sate
FOR SALE

Good piano, cheap of tak-inquire 302 Washing-

brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
David Flint chief of records and
collector of wampum.
B. P. O. ELKS

Meets second andT
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited. Q.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
Condon, Secretary

cor-diall- y

DENTISTS.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
hens, UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

White Wyandotte
ana $10 per doz.,
according to
quality. Mrs. M E. Johnson, Hum-bold- t,
Kan.
8

DIRECTORY

r,

u a once,
ton avenue.
FOR SALE

HANDLED

ALWAYS

KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
conclave second Tues-i
day In each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D. F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesBoucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Reday evenings each month, at Fracorder.
ternal Brotherhood halL Visiting
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
VEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
B. F. McGuire, President; E. O,
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ward, Secretary.
convocation first Monday
in each month at Masonic Temple, at 7:30 p. KN1GHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
Thursday in O. R. C. hali. Pioneer
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
building.
Visiting members are
secretaryinvited. W. R, Tipton. 0. K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets
first and third Fri- I. O. O. fJ LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
1. Meets every
days in Masonic' Temple. Mrs.
Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visitAgnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
ing brethren cordially invited to atThomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Werts, N. G.; A.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. E C rites, treasurer;
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
NO
DORADO
EL
LODGE
1,
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIA8 Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
every Monday eveMeets
the second and fourth Frining in Castle hall.
of
each month in ths W. O.
days
Visiting Knights are
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
invited.
cordially
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Chas. E. Liebech-nieLaemmle, Clerk; z. W. Montague,
Cha n c e 1 1 o r
assistant deputy.' Visiting NeighCommander. Harry
bors are cordially invited.
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
Reg-fejnl- ar

F. R. LORD

and third Wednesdays
of each
DENTiST
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Office Pioneer Building
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.f W. A.
Rooms 3 and 4
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting mem- Office
phone Main 87
bers cordially invited.
Residence
Phone Main 418
-

SALE Legal blanks of all
scriptions. Notary seals and
ords at The Optic otr.ee.

'OR

'

de-

rec-

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
their hall In the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight Suite
true, new harness, Mitchell wagon.
o'clock. Visiting members are corCan take them and try them out.
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi928
Inquire
Grand avenue or Gump's
Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secredent;
barber shop.
tary; C. Pally, Treasurer.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

FOR SALE

A pair of bay horses.
weight about 2,900 lbs., sound and

FOR SALE

The former Harris Bros.
dairy, Just north of the city limits J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
on Eighth
street; 8 acres of I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesground, 5 acres in alfalfa; orchard
day of the month in the vestry
and small fruits, all under ditch: . rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
house with bath and city
Isaac Appel,
water; two large poultry houses, 2
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Seclarge barns; especially suited for
retary.
dairy and poultry raising. Will be
sold very cheap. See A. H. Harris,
612 Lincoln avenue.
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of die fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,

For Rent

FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, bath, electric
lights, etc., excellent location. 318
Eighth street.
myself that the schooner employed
was the fisherfor the
man that as you saw, preferred my FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room to my company. I took a chance
room. All modern conveniences.
there, like a fool lucky to get off
Private home. Gentleman preferred.
time
with a whole skin. But by the
I hit the water I felt pretty sure they Address X., Optic.
had some
good reason
for not wanting any strangers hang- FOR RENT Two newly furnished
ing round."
rooms, lights, bath and toilet No
"I'd think you justified in assuming
health seekers. 918 Jackson avethat much."
nue. Call at 509 Sixth street.
"The worst of It was, that mishap
a
made me a marked man; I'd been
wee mite too indiscreet. For a while
HONEST MEDICINES VERSUS
I thought I'd have to fade Into the
"background and let one of my brother
FAKES
sleuths polish off the job. You can
President Taft's recent message
fancy how that would have galled. suggesting an amendment to the Pure
Fortunately you offered yourself "
Food and Drugs law in its relation to
"I like that" Coast commented.
prepared
medicines, does not refer to
"Anyway, my magnificent imagination offered you to me," Appleyard such standard medicines as Foley's
pursued without loss of countenance. Honey and Tar Compound and Foley
"I began to see how easy it would he Kidney Pills, both of which are true
to snoop along the coast as your crew medicines carefully compounded of
You
Inconspicuous, unsuspected.
seemed to have only the vaguest idea Ingredients whose medicinal qualities
of what you wanted to do, where you are recognized by the medical "pro
wanted to cruise. And I'd begin to fession itself as the best known reme
suspect myself of failure of the parts dial agents for the disease they are
of speech if I couldn't insidiously talk Intended to counteract
For over
you into going where I wanted to
three decades Foley's Honey and Tar
Tucker-nucNo Man's Land, Muskeget,
or wherever." Compound has been a standard rem
Chappaquiddlck,
edy for conghs, colds and affections
of the throat chert and lungs for chil
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
dren and for grown persons, and it
retains today its
above
Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills al lother preparations of Its kind. Fol
For their kidney and bladder ali- ey Kidney Pills are equally effective
ments, and for annoying urinary ir- and meritorious. O. 13. Schaefer and
regularities are always grateful both Red Cross
Drug Co.
for the quick and permanent relief
they afford, and for their tonic and
effect as well.
Try
strengthening
It's all right to look ahead, but don't
Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
be too previous.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

sibleyes?"
"Ingenious, certainly."
"To cut it short, I finally satisfied

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

half-writte- n

...

SHORT ORDERS ANO REGULAR DINNERS

THE

T

ANO CAFE

RESTAURANT

THE LOBBY

ITT

Geo.

4,

DENTIST
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
H- -

Hunker
HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
& HUNKER

Attorneys at Law
Las Vegas
New Mexico

MASSAGE
MRS. OLL1B SHEARER

Masseuse and Midwife
Residence Phone
'..Main 308
Massage Parlor Phone. ..... .Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays. Fridays
and Saturdays.

Crystal 'Ice
Pure Distilled Water

sure-enoug- h

PHONE 227 MAIN

R-OU-

Ki
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SUMMER

COLORADO POINTS

TRIP
EXCURSIONS

0
WTA
j

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs, $13.70
Denver, $16 60

St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
St. Paul, Hinn., $46.30
Chicago, III., $46.30
Tickets;on sale dally June 1 to September 30, 1911,
first-claand good for stop-ove- rs
In either direction,
final limit October 31, 1911
ss

D. L.

BATCHELOR, Agent.

r- -
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LAS VEGAS DAILOPTIC, THURSDAY, JULY 27,
NOTiCE

An ordinance assessing the cost oi
constructing a sewer within a certain
portion or district of the City of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, upon the lota and
pieces of land within eaid portion or"
district, and providing for the issuance of "sewer certificates."
WHEREAS, by resolution entered
or record, the City Council of the City
of Laa Vegas, New Mexico, has declared It to he necessary and proper, in
the opinion of the said City Council,
to have constructed and maintained a
sewer In a portion of the said City of
Las Vegas, which Is described as fol
lows
The main line of the Atchison,
and Santa Fe railway company
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tenth
street on the South; on the west by
a line from the center of the intersection of Tenth street end Lincoln
avenue, thence north to Columbia ave
nue; thence along Columbia avenue
east to Eighth street; thence north
Raynolda avenue: thence east
tj
on Raynolda avenue to Sixth street;
thence south to Baca avenue; thence
east along Baca avenue to Fourth
street; thence in a line midway between Baca and Washington avenues
from Fourth street to Grand avenue;
thence on Garfield avenue to the said
main line of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway company on the

Douglas avenue, beginning at the east
end of land of Vogt & Lewis, Chas.
Geise, $40; a piece of land fronting
50 feet on north side of
Douglas ave
nue, Beginning at the alley between
Railroad ,.nd Grand avenues, J. Y.

11)11.

7

Inches of lots 15. 16, 17, fronting on cola avenue beginning at alley be 22, 23, 24, 25. Mrs. Mattle Green, Dillon. $20 each; lots 4, 5, Herbert W. 28, 29, 30, Investment ft Agency corthe north side of National avenue be tween Sixth and Seventh streets, and $20 each; lota 26, 27. 28, Fletcher E. Brown, $C0 each; lota 6, 7, A. A. Jones poration, $20 each; lots 31, 32, and
ginning tt the alley between Fourth running thence east for 42 feet, H. G. England, $20 each; rear 25 feet of lots $20 each; lots 8, 9, F. O. Blood, $20 south half of 33, E. O. Thomas, $50;
and Fifth streets, R. J. Taupert, Coo:3, $33.60; lot C subdivision of 1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington each; lota 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; lots 34, 85. and north half of 83, W.
Iota 12, 13, 14, 15. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. 21. E. Robertson, $50; lots D, E, F, Maria
$50.60; the west 85 feet of lots 15, 16. lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, fronting 50 feet avenue, Charles H. Stevenson, $20.

Block 38; lots 1, 2, S, 4, Florence H. 22, 23, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; and Aurella M. Baca, $20 each .
on north side of Lincoln avenue, A. H.
Sec. 16. The following described
Harris, $40; lot B, being subdivision Sterns. $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, 8, F. H. lets 24, 25, E. G. Murpheyy, $20 each;
Block, 18, lots 1. 2. 3. 4, 5. 6, Mrs.
of lots 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12, fronting 60 Crail, $20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Mary lota 26, 27, 28. 29. 30. 31, Trinidad G. pieces of land are assessed the
M. A. Griswold, $20
herein designated:
each; lots 7, 8, 9,
feet on north side of Lincoln avenue, L Davis, $20 each; lots 13, 14, George de Baca, $20 each; lots 32, 33, Frank amounts
10, 11, 12. 13, 14. 15. 16, 17. 18, 19. H.
A piece of land in Block 2 of the
be- Arnot, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, F. S. Roy. $20 each; lota 34, S3. 36, C.
lot
A,
$40;
Co,
Optio
Publishing
G. Coors, $20 each.
and Harrold addition and
ing subdivision of lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Brush. $20 each; lots 18. 19. 20, H. J. ot F. B. $20 each; lota 37, 3S, heirs
Block 19; lots 11, 12. 13, 14, W. II.
lota 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 14.
January. $20 each: lota 23.
12, fronting 50 feet on north side of Mueller, $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23, 24,
Shuitz, $20 each; lot 15, J. H. Smith,
Lincoln avenue, Nathaniel Fetterman, J C. & Marvina Johnsen, $20 each; 40, Mra J. A. Patterson. $20 each; 15, 16, 23. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
$20; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, H. W. Kelly,
rear lots 41, 42, Ethel M. Bowen, $20 each. 32, thereof and fronting 300 feet on
$40; lota 13, 14, Chria Wiegand, $20 lots 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 feet onWash-Intgon
$20 each; lots 20, 21. 22, 23,
Block
5; lot 1, Adolph Teitle- Friedman avenue, St. Anthony's San
Kate
lot 15, Peter Roth, $20; lot 16, of lots 27, 28, which latter faces
each;
BenC.
Evallne
Mrs.
Wright. $20 each; lots 24. 25. Bertha
avenue,
18,
lota
17,
M.
J.
baum, $20; lot 2 Tranqullino Gonza itarium. $240.
Cunningham, $20;
A piece of land on the east side o'
Chambers, $20 each; lots 26, 27, Ben
les .20; lota- 3, 4, Carrie Belle
A. O. Wheeler, $20 each; lots 19, 20, jamin, $107.20.
Coles, $20 each.
Block Su, lots 1, 2, 3. Frank Sprin- Vogt, $20 each; lots 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. Mrs. Railroad avenue and bounded on tho
lot 21,
Mrs. M. J. Reilly, $43.20;
Sec.' 3.
The lots and pieces of
heirs of F. B. January, $18; lot 22, ger, $20 each; lota 4, 5, 6, Atchison, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; lots 28, north by Main avenue and extending
land In the San Miguel Town Co's ade
Mrs. Pauline Graaf, $18; lot 23 front Topeka & Santa Fe railway Co., $20 29, 30, Browne ft Manzanares Co.. $20 thence 150 feet south, Atchison,
dition are assessed as follows:
ft Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
25 feet, Chris Wiegand, $20; lot each; ltfts 7, 8, Wm. P. Mills, $20 each; each; lots 34, 35, 36, 37, 88, 39,. 40. C. D.
ing
A piece of land lying on the east
Block 19; lots A, B. C, D, being sub24, fronting 40 feet on SJxtn street, lets 9, 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood, $20 Boucner, $20 each; lot 41. 42. Ed San
division of lots 1, 2. 3, Mrs. S. A. Chaf-fleach; lots 11. 12, 13, 14, F. H. Pierce ner $20 each ; lot 5, Juan Sandoval, f 20. side of Kallroad avenue and bounded
Chris Wiegand, $32.
on the south by Lincoln avenue and
fronting 75 feet on Railroad aveBlock 11; lota 1. 2, J. K. Martin, $20 each; lots D. E. F., fronting 75
Sec. 12. Tiie rots and pieces of land
nue, $60; lots E.F. being subdivision
$20 each; lots 3, 4, Jacob Kenestrick feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto in the Ilfeld & Baca addition are as extending thence north a distance of
of lots 1, 2. 3, fronting 50 feet on Nakzb reet, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
$20 each; lot 5, Mrs. Rosana Kenes- Grimm, $60; lots A. B. C, fronting sessed as follows:
tional avenue, P. D. McElroy, $40; lot
trick. $20: lots 6. 9, 10, 11, 12, Thomas 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S.
Block 2, lota 1. 2. 8. 4. M. L. Coolev Fe Railway Co., $660.
, Lewis, $60; lots 19, 20, 21, 22, Laura
A piece of land bounded
4, Mrs. S. A. Chaffin, $20; lots 5, 6,
on the
Foster, $20 each; lots 7, 8, M. L.
$20 each; lots 5 ,6, 7, Mary L. Davis,
Henry Dinwoody, $20 each; lots 7, 8,
$20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, D. C. C. Witten, $20 each; lota 23, 24, The
zo eaon; lots 8. 9. 10. William J north by Main avenue, on the east by
Mrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each; lota 9,
Winters, $20 each; lota 17, 18, M. L. Mutual Improvement Co., $20 each; Mills, $20 each; lots 11, 12, E. V. Hart urana avenue, and on the west by
lot. s25, 26, Mrs. Katherine Earickeon,
10, Damacio Montano, $20 each; lots
Cooley, $20 each; lot 19, Mrs. M. J.
zo eaoh; lots 13, 14, 15. 16, L. E. Fifth street, fronting 75 feet on
28, 29, Southwestern Building & Loan
McDonald, 20; lots 20, 21, Investment $20 each; lota 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M. Trainer, $20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs. Crand avenue, Archbishop J. B. Piassociation, $20 each; lot 30, Thos.
& Agency corporation, $20 each; lot Shout, $20 each.
Hattle L. Thompson and R. J. Taupert taval, $60.
F. Clay $20; lota 31. 32, Chas. H. Clay,
A
Block 40, lota 1, 2, Clarence Iden, $20
of land on the northwest
22. Sarah E. Atkins, $20; lot 23, heirs
each; lots 19, 20, Daniel Stem, cornerpiece
$20 each: lot 33, Nellie Parish, $20;
of Main avenue and Eighth
of F. B. January, $20; lot 24, the Agua $20 each; lots 3, 4, 5, Mrs. Nellie $20 each.
O.
lot 34, Nellie Parish $17.60; lot 35
Pura Co. of Las Vegas, $20; the south Schaefer, 20 each; lots 6, 7, A,
Block 3: tots 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. B. F. For- - street and fronting 68.2 feet on nortl
and the north 3 feet of lot 34, H. B. $60.
east.
fifty feet of lot 24, fronting 50 feet Wheeler, $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, A. A. sythe and Evallne C. Benjamin, $20 side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie HayBlack 31; lota 1, 2, 3, P. J. Murphy, on Seventh street beginning at the Jones, $20 each; lot 11, Alice R. Long each; lots 6, 7, Mrs. Emma F. Tarn me, ward, $46,56.
WHEREAS, the said City Council Martinez, $22.40; lot 36. SouthwestA
$20; lots $20
of land on the north side of
has elected that the whole of the ern Building & Loan Association, $20; $20 each; lot 4, Marcos Garduno, $20; allev between Lincoln and Douglas $20; lot 12, C. H. Schlrmer, each:
lota 8, 9, 10, Simon Bachar- Main piece
the ach, each;
avenue beginning 58.2 feet from
cost of said construction shall be as' lots 37. 38 Southwestern Building & lots 5, 6, Investment & Agency Cor- avenues, hertra of F. B. January, $40.- 13, 14, Alice R.of Long, $20
$20
lots
each:
11, 12, 13, 14, W. the N.
lota 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, R.
W. corner
Main avenue and
Block 12, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Emma Ket- west one half
sessed against the lots and pieces of Loan association, $20 each; a piece of poration, $20 each; lota 7, 8, Mrs. E.
Tipton, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Eighth street andof
ave
extending thence
land situate in said portion of . the land fronting 60 feet on south side of S. de Borrego, .$20 each; lota 9, 10, ner and J. M. Turnbull, $20 each; lots 20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia
18, Jessie E. Haydon, $20 each; lots
east
8B.2 feet west, Chae.
half
VationnJ nvpTuie. betns the rear sixty Damacio Gallegos, $20 each; lot 11, 5, 6, Bertie Q. Jameson, $20 each; nue, B. S. Gowan, $60; the
F. Hummel,
Mae Henry, $20 each.
city or in said sewer district and abut
of lots 15, 16, 17. 18, 19, 20, fronting 19, 20,
$68.96.
of lots 37. 38, E. N. Wild, $48.
13. The
Adolph Teitlebaum, $20; lots 12, 13, lots 7, 8, Las Vegas Town Co., $zu
Sec.
lots
and
ting on the line of said sewer, or so fppt
of
pieces
75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
A
near thereto as to be. in the opinion Block 20. lots 1, 2, A. G. Zummach, Manuel F. Bustos, $20 each; lot 15, each: lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, L. C. D.
land In the Elston addition are assess- of piece of land on the north side
Main avenue, beginning at a point
Molse, $60: lots 21, 22, Sadie S. ed as
of the said City Council, benefited $20 each; lots 3, 4, Mrs. Hulda Rosen- Seneca T. Kline, $20; lots 16, 17, Ilfeld, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, 18,
follows:
H4.4 reet from the N. W. corner of
lots
$20 each; fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue, Las Vegas Town Co., $20 each; lot McClanahan, $20 each; lots 23, 24, E.
7,
$20
6,
5,
thal,
each;
Lot
1,
the
construction
40.5
feet on Seventh Main avenue and
thereof;
by
fronting
'60 feet on Grand ave- Mary Colville, $40; lots 18, 19, front 19. Mrs. Mattle S. Green, $20; lots 20 E. W. Layton, $20 each: lots 25 ,26,
Eighth street and
lot 38, fronting 40.5 feet on
And Whereas, the said City Council lot 8, fronting
$20 street,
extending thence 61.5 west, Lizzie V.
nue, Lydia M. McNair and Constance ing 50 feet on National avenue and a 21, Alfred Nolette, $20 each; lots 23, Norman and Jean G. Skinner.
Sixth
Co.
Southwestern
street,
has ordained,
Realty
A.
27.
J. Wertz. $20
lots
28,
$41.20.
L. Parsons, $48; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Lypart thereof fronting 50 feet on Rai'- - 24. A. O. II. W. R. E. & I., $20 each each;
$64.80; lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Carpenter,
A piece of land on the north side
Sec. 1. That each of the following dia ' M. McNair and Constance
L. road avenue, Seneca T .Kline, $40;
Sec. 5. The lots and pieces of land each.
13,
12,
15,
14,
16,
17,
18,
37,
Southwest
Block 50; lots A. B. subdivision of
Main avenue beginning at the Interlots and pieces of land abuts on the Parsons, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, lots 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, m the Blandhard & Co's addition are
ern Realty Co., $20 each; north one of
17, 18, 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale,
section of Main and National avenues
line of the said sewer to be construct' fronting 100 fee on Main avenue, 29, Kate Wright, $20 each; the rear assessed as follows:
of
lot
half
Southwestern
25,
Rea'ty and running thence east 751.4 feet
ed in the said portion or district of Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, $S0; a piece 75 feet of lot 20 fronting 75 feet on
Block 5. lots 1, 2, 3, Marie Sellar $40; lots C. D. E., same subdivision, Co., $10; lots B. C. Maa
Henry, New Mexico Normal
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, of land on the east side of Fifth National avenue, Kate Wright, $60; Bullard. $20 each: lots 4, 5, 6, Terri Ambrosio Sandoval, $60; lot F, same $20 each;
University,
A.
lots
19, 'Mrs. Anna V. $601.12.
or la so near to the line of the said street beginning at the alley between lot 30, Mrs. M. Solt, $20; lots 31. 32, tory of New Mexico, $20 each; lot 7, subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B
$20 each; lots D. E. F., George
Shout,
A
sewer as to be, in the opinion of the Main and National avenues and front-In- e Kate Wright, $20 each, lot 33, Jno. A A. Jones. $20; lot 8, unknown, $2u; subdivision of lots 21, 22, Margaret A,
piece of land on the west side of
Fleming, $20 each; lots 20, 21, Fred Eighth street
said City Council, benefited by the
50 feet south from said alley, Mrs. J. Robosser, $20; lot 34, First Nation- lets 9. 10, First National Bank of Las Burns, $40; lot C, same subdivision
extending 60.4 feet
$20
lots
Westerman,
24,
22,
23,
each;
north from the alley between Nation
construction thereof, and each and Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lots 17, 18, F. al bank of Las Vegas, $20; lota 35. Vegas. $20 each; lots 11, 12, Monte-flor- Felicia Townsley, $20; lot D, same 25, 26, 27, Mutual
Co.,
Improvement
Congregation, $20 each; lots 13, subdivision, Mrs. j. B. Logan, $20; lot $20 each; lots 28, 29, F. H. Clark, al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine,
every one thereof Is therefore hereby O. Blood, $20 each; lots 19, 20, Alex 36, 37. 38. S. Colvln. $20 each.
$40.32.
assessed the amount hereinafter de Levy, $20 each; lots 21, 22. 23. ClinBlock 32, lot 1, Adolph Teitlebaum, 14, 15, 16, R. B. Rice, $20 each; lots E, same subdivision, unknown, $20
$20 each; lota 30, 31, 32, J. H. York,
A piece of land on the west side
Sec. 9. The lots and pieces of land $20
signated, such amount being the pro- ton A. Browning, $20 each.
$20; lots 2, 3, Mrs. G. M. Roberts. $26 17, 18, Alice H. Rice. $20 each; lots
each; lots 33, 34, 35, and south of Eighth
street beginning at a point
Block 21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2, each: lot 4, Adolph Teitlebaum, $16,25; 19, 20, 21, Joseph Wight, $Z0 eacn; in the Rledlinger addition are assess half of lot 36, M. M,
portionate frontfoot share of each of
Padgett. $70.
50.4 feet from the alley between Na
such lots and pieces of land of the 3. fronting 75 feet on Main avenue, lots 5, 6, Vldal Salazar, $20 each; lot lots 22, 23, 24, C. W. Hill, Jr., $20 each. ed as follows:
Sec. 14. The lots and pieces of
tional
Lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal Jund In
Grand avenues and extotal cost of constructing the said $60; the north 40 feet of lots 1, 2, 3, 6. Kate Wright, $20; lots 7, 8, 9, AlexSec. 6. Tho lots and pieces of land
the Buena Vista addition are tending andthence
north 60.8 feet J.
sewer within the portion or district fronting 40 feet on Fifth street, Mrs. ander McElroy, $20 each; lots 10, 11, in the Lucero addition are assessed $20 each; lota 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. J. C. assessed as follows:
M. Bentley, $40.32.
Schlott, $20 each; lots 9, 10.11,12,13,
Hulda Rosenthal, $32; lots 4, 5, 12, VIotorino Abeytla, $20 each; lot as follows:
of the said city above described.
Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson and
A piece of land on the southwest
Block 1, lot 1. Thos. F. Clay, $20; 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. W. E. Crites, $20 Esther Robbins, $20 each; lots 8, 9,
Sec 2. The lots and pieces of Mrs. Jeanette C. Rlchley,
13, Genoveva Valdez, $20; lots 14, 15,
land in the Lopez or Zloh Hill addi lots 6, 7, 8, Mrs. O. B. Williams, $20 16, 17, 18, 19, J. V. Griswold, $20 each. lots 2, 3, C. V. Hedgcock, $20 each; each; lots 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer, J. C. ft Marvina Johnsen, $20 each; corner of National avenue and Eighth
tion are assessed as follows:
Block 33,; lots 1, 2, Rokeby Realty lot 4, Emma E. Raywood, fronting 30 $20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20; lots 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, A. H. Whlt street fronting 75 feet on Eighth
each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Mrs. O. B. WilBlock 13 A; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, owned liams and Mary Frances Jones, $20 Co., $20 each; lot 3, H. J. Franklin feet, $24; lots 5, 6, fronting 37 feet, lots 23, 24, Mrs. L. D. Coleman Rus- more, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, P. R. street, First Methodist Episcopal
$60.
by Belden & Mills, $20 each; lot 5, each; lots 13 ,14, 15, 16, H. J. Ryan, $20; lots 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, Lydia J. Hous- Chas. Ilfeld $29.60; lot designated as sell, $20 each; lots 25, 26, unknown, Page, $20 each; lot 18 and south half church,
A piece of land
beginning at a
owned by Mrs. B. Danziger, $20; lot $20 each; lots 17, 18, Hortense A. ton, $20 each: lots 5, 6, Adolph Teitle O fronting 60 feet on National ave $20 each.
of lot 19, Mrs. Louisa R. Layton, $30;
Sec. 10. The lota and pieces of land north half
point 119.3 feet from the southwest
20 owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay, $20; Ruby, $20 each; lots 19, 20. Lydia M. baum, $20 each: lots 11, 12, heirs of nue from the N. W. corner of Nation19 and all of lot 20, corner
lot
of
National avenue and Eighth
the west 12 feet of lot 21, owned by McNair, $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23, 24, Louis Ransom. $20 each: lot! 13, 14. al and Eighth. Bessie Cavanaugh, $48. in the Pablo Baca addition are assess Frank Peppard, $30; lots 21, 22, 23, street of
and fronting thence west 40
Block 2: lots 7, 8, Jos. M. Sundt. ed as follows;
Mrs. Minnie E. Clay, $9.60; lots 21, north 50 feet fronting on Fifth street, Mrs. Lou Butler, $20 each: lota 15, 16.
Mrs. L. D. Coleman Russell. $20 each
feet on south side of National avenue,
Block B; lots C fronting 42.5 feet,
$20 each: lot 9. A. A. Sena. $20: lot
22, 23, 24, owned by American Chris- Helen C. Koeble $40; middle 50 feet Joseph G. Brown. $20 each.
Block 44, lota 6, 7, Mrs. R, Flint,
Goke, $32.
Mrs.
Mattle
lot
front
A.
11.
Mrs.
1,
Green,
A.
$34;
lot
10
each.
$20
Sena.
Fifth
$20:
Mrs.
on
same
of
lots
street,
fronting
tian Missionary society,
Block 34: lots 11. 12, I. K. Lewis,
$20 each,
lots 8, 9, 10, 11, H. G. Coors Henry
A
Block 14, lots 1, 2, owned by A. A. O W. Herefoud $40; south 50 feet of $20 each; lot 13, Shiloh Colored Bap- Lilly S. Hodson. $20: lots 12. 13, 14. ing 50 feet, Mrs. Mattie Green, $40; $20 each; lots 12, 13, 14, Emma Ad- - 159.3 piece of land beginning at a point
feet from the southwest corner
Jones, $20 each; a piece of land on same lots, fronting on Fifth street, tist church, $20; lot 14. Unknown, 15. 16. 17. 18. 19, 20, 21. J. S. Raynolds lots 2, 3, 4, Mateo Lujan $20 each; Ion, $20 each; the west 84 feet of lots of National avenue and
Eighth street
lots 5, 6, A. C. Erb, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, 18,
each.
$20
84
W.
$20
on
the west side of Seventh street, be- Felix Strauss, $40.
Chas.
feet
16,
Allen,
lots
15,
fronting
$20;
and fronting thence west 37. 2 feet on
7, 8, C. B. Fitch, $20 each; lots 9, 10,
of
land
7.
H.
P.
Main
and
Sec.
lots
The
of
Heirs
between
lot
Block
5,
22,
the
D.
pieces
at
S.
D.
19.
T.
alley
May.
20,
21,
ginning
Hoskins, the south side of National avenue.
Washington avenue,
each; lots 17, 18,
and Douglas avenues and fronting 44 Browne, $20; lots 6, 7, Mrs. Johanna $20 each; lot 22, Ignacio Valdez, $20. m the Thirty Six Building lots addi 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, Mary C. $67.20; the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, Las
44
Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.
50
lot
$20
Dunlap,
Mrs.
each;
J.
Mrs.
as
assessed
fronting
follows:
are
lot
R.
8,
tion
owned
L
street
$20
by
each;
feet on Seventh
Vollmer,
Sec. 4. The lots and pieces of land
17, 18, fronting 60 feet on Washing
A
of land beginning at a point
Emma Raywood, $35,20; lots 3, 4, Perrine, and Jno, W. Jones, $20; lot in the Las Vegas Town Co's addition
Block 24A; lots 17, 18. Mrs. Hulda feet, Mary C. Dunlap, $35.20; lot 51, ton avenue, C. H. Schirmor, $48; lots 196.5 piece
from the southwest corner
feet
44
Marion
feet,
Winters, 22, 23, Chas. Greenclay, $20 each.
owned b F. H. Pierce, $20 each; lots 9. Mra Permelia T. Bromngen, $20; are assessed as follows: ..
Rosenthal.. $20 each; lots 19. 20. 21, fronting
of National avenue and Eighth street
lot 18, Marlon Winters, $20;
$35.20;
62
C.
of
6, 6, owned by D. T. Hoeklns, $20 the north 25 feet of lot 10, fronting
32.
J.
lots
feet
22,
23,
Block
lots
7,
$20
8,
6,
45,
Schlott,
loteach;
1,
Block 8; the east part of
and fronting thence ewst 37.9 feet on
of lot 6, Wm.
each; lota 7, 8, owned by Mrs. Paul- 25 feet, Charlotte Grost, $20; the south fronting 25 feet on Railroad avenue 29. 30. heirs of W. G. and Clara Koog- - lots 19, 20, 21, 22, E. D. Raynolda, $20 M. Greenberger, $50;
south side of National avenue.
ine Graaf, $20 each; lota 9, 10, owned part of lot 10, fronting 25 feet from the corner of Railroad avenue ler. $20 eacii; lots 24. 25, 26, 31, Mrs. each; Iota 23, 24, 25, 26, Hallet Ray F. Hetzler, $10; lots 9, 10, Jno. Rob- the
Mrs. E. E. La Marten, $30.32.
$20
lots
27,
30,
28,
29,
M.
$20
nolds,
each;
Hun
Earl
each;
on
Main
avenue,
ueorge
D.
Herzog,
h.
Coleman Russell, $20 each;, lots
by
bins, $20 each; lots 11, 12, 13, 14,
and Douglas avenue, Mrs. Hulda Ro- L.
A piece of land beginning at a point
Mrs. Bena Ilfeld, $20 each; lots 31, 32,
lots 11, 12, 13, 14, owhed by Mrs. R. ker, $20; lot 11, D. WInternitz and senthal,
$20; the east part of lots 2, 3, 33, 24, 35. 36, Effle J. Brown $20 each.- and north half of 33, Simon Bachar-ac- Ike Bacharach, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 234.4 feet from the southwest corner
D.
WIn
owned
lot
12,
16,
by Charles Ilfeld, $20;
Block 25, lots 1, 2. Mrs. F. W. BringFlint, $20 each; lots 15,
17, 18, fronting 150 feet on Washing of National avenue and
fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue.
Eighth street
and H. C. Ilfeld, $50; south .half ton avenue,
Investment & Agency corporation $20 ternitz, $20; rear 25 feet of lot 12, Mrs. W. W. Rawlins, $40; the hurst, $20 each: lot 3, 5, 6. F. J. Geh-rinH. G. Coors, $120; lots and
34.4 feet on
west
thence
fronting
33
of
lot
all
of
34,
and
Simon
36,
35,
$20 each; lot 4, Mrs. Emma Tarn-m19, 20, 21, Frank Peppard, $20 each; south side of National avenue, Anna
each; lots 17, 18, heirs of Augusta fronting 25 feet on Seventh street, $20; west part of lot3 1, 2, 3, fronting 25
lot
D, N. one half, lots 22, 23, Sarah E.
$70;
Bacharach,
Hart-maeach.
$20
Mrs.
lots
Annie
7,
Crane, $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith Mrs. Adele Ilfeld, $20; lots 13, 14, 15, feet on Douglas avenue from the al
Atkins,
8,
$20;
Yoakum, $27.52.
Simon Bacharach, $7.40; S. one half
Block 46, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones, $20
$20 each; lots 9, 10, 13, 14, Wal- $20; lots 20, 21, Mrs. Ida M. Jones, Charles C. Robbins, $20. each; lots 16, ley between Railroad and Grand ave
at a
A piece of land beginning
and
Wilson
Dove
Esther
Robbins,
R.
Alice
$20;
W.
H.
lot
$20
22,
Long,
Shaffer,
$20 each;
each; lots 8, 9,
lot 4, Mrs. io C. Twitchell, $20 each; lots 11. 12, $7.40.
268.8 feet from the southwest
17, 18, 19, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 nues, John Shank, $20;
point
24,
lot
11
lot 23, Montgomery Bell, $20;
each; lots 10, and 20 feet of lot
corner of National avenue and Eighth.
each; lots 20, 21, 22, A. D. Higgin3, Lydia M. McNali, $20; lot 5, M. W. 15, 16, 8.R. E. Twitchell, $20 each.
Block 1 ; lots 1, 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds, on north
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. Lockie $20 each; lots 23, 24, Mrs. Julia A. Browne, $20; lots 6, 7, Janet Ross,
Sec.
The lota and pieces of land
side, Investment & Agency street and fronting thence west 100
Lehmann
lota
Florence
$20
4, 5,
each;
$36; 5 feet on south sloe feet on the south side of National ave
Etter, $20.
Gregory, $20 each; lots 25, 26, heirs $20 each: lots 8, 9, 10, Badharach la the Hill Site Town Co's addition $20 each; lot 6 and south half of lot corporation,
Block 15; lots 1. 2, 3, 4, Jefferson of
of lot 11 and all of lot 12, Lydia M. nue, Henry Goke, $80.
$20 each; lot 11, D. C. Duel are assessed as follows:
north
P.
the
H.
$20
Brothers,
each;
Browne,
7, D. J. Leahy, $30; north half of lot McNair, $24; the east one half of lots
Raynolds, $20 each; lota 5, 6, I. H. &d part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 107 feet $20; lots 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, O. L.
Block 34; lots 1, 2, F. E. Olney, $20 7
A piece of land fronting on north;
and all of lot 8, Mrs. Rosannft Roth-- 13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Washing
W. H Rapp, $20 each; undivided
$20
4
lots
H.
P.
3,
and
of
Frank
side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
$20
,5,
Browne,
each;
on
Springer,
heirs
Sixth
street,
Houghton
each;
unknown,
lota
Vincent
Trader
9,
10,
11,
$30;
geb,
west
Clara
Koogler,
of lot 7, heira of
;
south' part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, each: lot 13, Erb & Westerman, $20; lot 6, and 6 feet 3 Inches of the north $20 each; lots 12, 13, 14, 15, A. M. ton avenue, F. E. Olney, $60; the 75 a point 128 feet from northwest cora
of lot 7, $S5.6B the
$6.67; undivided
20,
ner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
43 feet on Sixth street, First part of lots 18, 19,
fronting of lot 7, Lubie Gllstrap, $25; south IS Adler, $20 each; lots 16, 17, Roblna one half of lots 13, 14, fronting
fronting
feet on Washington, $60; the east 50 street and mining thence west 23
C V. Hedgcock, $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10,
75 feet on the north side of Lincoln feet 9 inches of lot 7 and north one J.
church $35.40.
Baptist
lots
50,
$20
Smith
each;
Pontious,
ft. of lots 15,16,17,18 fronting 50 feet feet, Mrs. S. B. Davis, $22.40.
RailDouglas Avenue Building company,
Block :S: lots I, 2, M. A. Otero, avenue from the alley between E. At- half of lot 8, Southwestern Building 51, 52, 53, fronting 112.5 feet Ceclllo
$20 each; lots 11, 12, San Miguel NaSarah
on
&
Grand
Loan
A piece of land fronting on north
and
avenues,
road
;
Washington avenue, Mrs. EmmaD.
lots
10,
$25
9,
association,
Investment
4, 5, 6, 7,
Rosenald, $90; lots 54, 55, 56, front
tional bank, $20 each; lots A, B, C, $20 each; lots 3,
19,
18,
lots
one
20,
Gallekins
and
$40; the center 60 feet of lots side ofDouglaa avenue beginning at
half
of
B.
Burks,
of
$60;
part
8,
lots
$20 each;
Eugenio
92 feet, W. J. Pochel, $73.60; lot
corporation,
ft
E.
Agency
ing
D.
lota
50 feet on a point 156 feet west from northwest
Charles Ilfeld, $20 each;
8. 9. Mrs. Harriett
Whltmore, $20 fronting 25 feet on the north side gos, $50; lots 23, 24, Bessie Jaffa, $20
Emellne Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19, 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting
at a each : lots 25, 25, '27, B. F. Forsythe, 20, W.
F. Southwestern Realty Co., $20 each:
Washington avenue, C. H. Stewart, corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
H. Hunter of Lincoln avenue beginning
Jas.
12,
lots
N.
11,
$20
10,
lots
each;
Rosenthal,
each;
lot 15, heira of'Sallle Rosenthal, $20; $20 each: lot 13 and west half of 14, point 100 feet from the alley .between $20 each;, the south 16 feet and 9 In- 21,
$40: the west 60 feet of lots 15, 16, street, and running thence west 48
22, 23, 24, 25, A. H. Harris, $2C
17. 18. fronting 50 feet on Washing feet; E. V. and Alice R. Long, $36.80.
lots 16, 17, 18, F. H. Pierce and F. S. heirs of
avenues and run- ches of lot 28, B. F. Forsythe, $13.40;
Grand
Railroad
and
half
east
G.
$20
$30;
H.
27.
J.
Coors.
lota
Sebra,
26,
Betsy
each;
Chas. Ilfeld, $40; lot 19,
A piece of land fronting on north
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, .21, Jas. of lot 14 and all of lot 15. A. J. Pep ning thence west 25 feet. Kate Wright, the north 8 feet 3 inches of lot 28, ail each;
lots 28, 29, Mrs. Lena Teitle ton avenue,
21, A. A. side of Douglas avenue beginning at
lots
20,
Chas.
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24,
$20;
20,
of
19,
18,
Ilfeld,
lots
lot
of
8
and
29,
of
lot
tho
feet
$20;
part
south
19,
the
O.
First
baum. $20 each: lots 30, 31, A.
pard, $30; lots 16, 17, 18,
C. W. Wesner, $20 each.
Jones, $20 each; lots 22, 23, E. L. a point 202 feet west of the north
eacn: frontin-- 25 feet on the north side of 30, Mary S. Marsh, $32.98; the south
churen,
Methodist
$20 each.
Hammond.
16
west corner of Douglas avenue and
a
at
Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas lots 20, 21,Episcopal
avenue
lot
30
Lincoln
feet
of
lots
32,
all
of
31,
point
beginning
and
22, W. G. Ogle, $20 each;
-.
wiu
$20
Wock
lotg 6 7 and Borth lhaf Eighth street and running thence west
Masonic Building association,
26 C. W. Wesner, $20 125 feet west of the alley between Mrs. Enema Benedict, $52.80.
25,
24,
23,
$55.60,
lots
of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50; soutn nair 42 feet, W. G. Ogle, $33.60.
Railroad and Grand avenues and runeach; lots 10, 11, 12, Jas. S. Duncan,
Block 35; lots 1. 2, Chas. H. Spor- Jeffer-bo- t, each.
Block 2; lot 2, Mrs. Hulda Rosen of lot 8 and all of lots 9, 10, Andrew A piece of land fronting on nortn
25 feet, Crom- leder $20
west
for
thence
$20 each; lots 19. 20 ,21, 22, M.
ning
A.
H.
3,
lota
4,
Harriot
Mrs.
West,
each;,
Block 26; lots 1. 2, 3.
S!0 each: lots 23 ,24, Mrs. aMrie
Devine, $50; lota 11, 12, 13, 14, Rich side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
well estate. $20; part of 18, 19, 20, $20 each; lots 5, 6, Eugene and P D. thal $20; lots 3, 4,A. Isidor Gallegos,
$20 each; lots 4. 5, J. S
$20 each; lot 5, A.
Jones, $20; lots ard Davidson, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, east boundary of public school grounds
on
25
side
of
north
feet
fronting
Hayward, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 1j, Whltmore,
Town
Co.
$20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12,
7. B. F. Forsythe, $20 each; lots
Rn.vnolds. $20 each: lots 6. 7, Mrs
IS, H. C. Smith. $20 each; lots 19, and running thence east 41 feet, Mrs.
16, 17, fronting 75 feet on Sixth street.
Lincoln rrom comer or urana ana un- - 13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Grand ave- 8, 9, 13, 14, Browne
& Manzanares, $20
of lots Helen C. Dresser. $20 each: lots 8, 9. coin avenues running east, Frances nue
rear
20, 21, Geo. P. Hile, $20 each; lots F. Elston, $32.80.
$60;
Las
of
Vegas,
Hill
City
Site
lot
Town
lots
15,
12,
16,
each:
$20
$60;
Co:,
Mrs.
E.
Atkins
J.
J.
11,
lota
10,
uiiennsi:, 22, 23, J. C. Rex, $20 each.
75 feet on 10, Sarah
A piece of land fronting on north
If. Olucy and Mrs. E. B. Shaw, $20: Ed. C.Ward, $20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs. each;
13, 14,' 15, 19, 17, fronting
Colo14.
13.
lots
W.
$20;
$20:
R.
lot 12,
Hall,
$20 each;
Mrs. Anna Ward.
Block 48; lots 6, 7, H. D. Reinken, side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
25. 26, Mrs. S. A. Stoner, $20 Katherine
lots
Sixth, street, Young Men's Christian
lots
15,
19,
lots
$20
$20
$20
each;
Rathrork,
each; $20 each; lot3 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey, a
each;
lots 15, 16, S. A. Brewer,
of Las rado Telephone Co.,
point 285 feet west from northwest
each; lots 21, 22, Thos. Foster, $2'0
association, $60; lot 18, City M.
and 16, 17. 18, 19, Trustees of the proper- each:, lots 23, 24, Mary C. Dnnlap, $20 20, 21, 22,. G. J. Quinn, $20 each; lot 7, Adolph Teitlebaum, $20; lots $20 each;, lots 11, 12, 13, 14, S. D. corner of Douglas avenue and Elghtn
lots
23,
c'.iurrh
Vegas; $20; lots 4. 5, 6, Annie
24,
25, 26, Hill Site Town Co.,
137.5 ieet
54,
ty' of the Protestant Episcopal
May. $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Chas. street and running thence west 203
ch: lot 27, D. C. Duel. $20; lot 2S, $20 each: lots 27, 28, Paul B. Black- - 50, 51,C.52,and53,R. D. fronting
S P. and Mrs. R. Flint. $20 each;
Dunlap, $110; lots M. Dougherty, $20 each; lota 18, 19, feet, Board of Education of the City
district of New Mexico. $120: Kate
Mary
30. Mrs. S.
29.
lots
$20;
Wright,
subdivision of lots 1. 2. 3, 4, fronting In the
on Notorial
shear, $20 each.
55, 56, 57, fronting 87.5 feet, A. P. Mrs. Minnie Detterick, $20 each; lots ot Las Vegas, $161.60.
t, Ham froitlne21.15022.fet
33 feet west side of Grand avenue
R. L. ft Myrtle A. Carpenter. $20 each; lot 31, C. A.
Block 36; lots 1, 2, Wm. Shilling-law- , Watson, $70; lots 58, 59, B. H. New-le- 20, 21, 22, 23, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each.
lots
avenue:
A piece of land fronting on south.
the
from
S.
feet
Mrs.
87
33.
A.
34,
32,
lots
ooint
at a
24. 25. Stvprs. $20;
$20 each: lots 3. 4. E. B. Wheel
$20 each; lot 60, L. F. Adams,
Block 49, lota 6. 7, J. J. Laubach. side of Main street, beginning at east
Main ave- Houehton. $20 esch: lota 23,
?0 each: niece of land fronting
Hill.
oi
tne
alley between Douglas and
er, $20 each; lots 5, 6, F. V. Bryant, $20; lots 18, 19, Margaret Gralney, $20 each: lots 8, 9, 10, fronting 75 boundary of Douglas avenue publ'o
subdivi- 26 Trustees of the ororerty
A. Flemnues, Mrs. R. Flint. $26.40; 24 feet Protestant Fniseonal church In the 25 feet on the south side of Douglas
feet on Grand avenue, J. K. Martin. school and running thence east 45
25 feet $20 eacn; lots 7, 8, C. W. Wesner, $20 $20 each; lots 20, 21, George
a
at
avenue
point
beelnning
27.
lots
sion of lots 1. 2, 3. 4, fronting
Mexico. $S0:
9. 10, Southwestern Realty ing, $20 each; lots 22, 25, Mrs. Jas.
lots
New
of
each;
district
$00; lots 15, 1.6, 17, fronting 75 feet on feet, Mrs. F. Elston, $36.
Railroad
and
Grand
of
between
west
of
alley
side
west
each.
on the
Co., $20 each; lots 11, 12, Lydia M. Young. $20 each: lots Z3, 24, Mrs. kod?R Mrs Petty G. Crockett $20
the
of
a
south
of
A piece of land fronting on south
belnar
rear
the
54
rand
Second street, J. W. Hesser, $60.
feet
part
"venues,
ginning at a point
Block 27. lots 1. 2. 3. H. W. Kellv. of lots 32; 33. 34, Theresa Block, $20. McNair, $20 each; lots 13, 14, C. D. Ina J. Smith Pontious, $20 each; lot
Main aveside of Main avenue, beginning at a
7 Mrs. J. M.
27,
Maximo
lots
6.
5.
$20;
3,
lot
L.
4.
Lopez,
Block
Mrs.
$20;
$20
alley between Douglas and
50;
26,
Saul
lots
Kingsley,
15,
Boucher,
16,
each; lots
f 20 each:
45 feet east of west line of
A piece of land fronting 25 feet on
.
nues. Mrs. B. Giltner.
Rosenthal, $20 each; lota 17, 18, Wal- 28. A. B. watoson $20 eaon; lots z, lot 4, Juan Fresauez, $20; lots 6, 6, Q. point
30 Cunningham. SZO earn;
F. Elston.'s property and runMrs.
avenue
of
south
side
12.
lots
$20
Douglas
Eus-tacibegin
each:
S.
each;
$2n
vision of lots I. 2, 3. 4 fronting
o
Natalia
Mrs.
ter Hayward, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 30,
Jones,
M. de Sllva, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9,
ave- H H W Kellv.
thence east for 50 feet, Wm. J.
$20 ning at alley between Grand and Rail- Peter and
feet on the est side of Grand
Margaret Murphy, $20 each; lots 31, 32, Wm. F. & M. a. Hetzier,
13 14 heirs a C. H. Bradley.
Romero, $20 each; lota 10, 11, 12, ning
30 t
,
a
Cromwell
front-at
$20.
point
road
16.
15
estate,
avenues,
of lots
lots 21, 22, Jas. S. Duncan, $20 each: $20 each.
nue, beginning
subdivision
$20 each; lota 28, 29, R. Mills, $40.
Frank,
each:
Roy,
of Na
Block 9, lot designated as lot 1, lots 23, 24, Charlotte Fugate,
south from the alley between Dowlas
$20
Block 3: lot 3 E. L. Hammond, $20; R.
lots 30, 31, James A piece of land beginning at a point
im fppt on the north side
$20
west from fronting 65 feet on Sixth street, Lucy each; lota 25, 26, Mate M. C. Hill, $20 lots 4, 5, 6, Lizzie V. Carpenter, $20 W. Rogers, $20each;
and Main avenues, Mrs. Lena
and
running
avenue
each ; lot 32, Mrs. Hul- 95 feet from east line of Mrs. F. El
tional
Hanson,
V. Clements, $52;' lot 2, Lydia J. Bun- each; lots 27, 28, heira of Mrs. M.
$24.
each ; lot 7 and south half of lot i, da Rosenthal, $20; lots 33, 34, 35, 36, ston, running thence east 50 feet, Mrs.
between dixuj ""
6. W. R.
4
Block 17: lot 1. 2, 8. 7 5.8 Mrs. M. stress B. S. Harrison. $120; lots 17 ker, $20; lot 3, Isabel Henry, $20; lots
$20 each.
Thos. Lipsett, $30; north half of lot 37, 38, Mrs. Josephine Hayward, $20 F. Elston, $40.
Williams, $20 each: lots , 10. U- Harriet S. Van Petten. $20 4. 5, Lydia J. Bunker, $20 each; lots Block 37, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, and 12 P and all of lots 9, 10, O. E. Burch, each; lota 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, unknown, NOW THEREFORE,
according to
J. Crowley. 20 each; lott
19 20, F. E. Sturges. $20 6, 7. Las Vegas Lodge I. O. O. F. No. feet of the north side of lot 7, Charles $50; lots 11, 12, W. J. Pochel, $20 $20 each.
of Chapter 72, Laws of
X 'K2
the
provisions
22 Isabel Henry, $20 4, $20 each: lot 8, F. E. Olney, $20; H. Stevenson, $130; the south twelve each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 60 and
Mm Helen C. Dresser $20 $20 each,
Sec. 1Z. The iota and pieces of
'
J. C. ft Marvlnia lot designated as lot 9, fronting 65 and one half feet of lot 7, alt of lot south, half of lot 51, N. A. Sunderlln, land
13. 14. James S. Duncan.
and A. Baca addition 1901, as amended by Chapter 96, Laws
20"Jeac4h:
TohnUi
lots 25, 26 Mrs. feet on south side of Douglas ave- R and the north one half of lot 9. D. $130; north half of lot 51 and all of are In the J.asA.follows:
a piece of land composed
of 1903, any owner or owners in whole
assessed
Dot
W.. Condon, $10; the south half of lot lot 52, H. C. Young, $30; lots 63, 54,
16. 17. 18. fronting 150 feet
Shank. $20 each; lots 27. 28, nue, Adolph Coors, $52.00.
T?cyT
or
In part, or their legal representa
Mra.
B.
A.
de
Block 2, lota 1, 2,
Block 10: lot 1. Clark & Forsythe, 9, and all of lota 10, 11, W. E. Kaser, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each; lot 65, fronting
Jas avenue. James R
Dp Grosser Mrf Jennie Levy, $20 each
3, 4, 17, 18, tives, has the right within ten days
lots
$20
n.s nTno Wplen
each;
Manzanares,
56,
Chas.
lots
57,
37.5
L.
$30;
Mrs.
Poole Wright, $20: $50; lots 13, 13, 14, Vincent Trader, $20
Ilfeld,
feet,
$20; lot 2,
Hays. $48: the lot 3, Theresa Block, $20; piece of each; lots A. B. C. D, being subdivi- 58, 59, 60, fronting 140.9 feet, F. J. Miguel Baca, $20 each; lots 5, 6, 22, after the date of the last publication
1 0
eet oi Vot 3. Upton and
of
lo's
all
3
nr
lot
land fronting 40 feet on west side of sion of lots 15, 16 ,17, 18, fronting 100 Gehring, $112.72; lota 61, 62, 63, 18, 23, J. A. Baca, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 20, of this notice, which said last date
$20 each: lot 29.
Aurella M. Baca, $20 each; lots
9. Sixth
street; beglnnlne on north at feet on Columbia avenue, Lizzie V. Ernest L. Browne, $20 each; lets 19. 21, 10,
B
Hayes. $92: lots 8. 11.
7
Maria R. Baca, $20 each; lota will be on the Slst day of August. A.
a Duncan. $20 each: lots sub- - property of Theresa Block. Theresa Carpenter, $80; lots E. F. being, sub- 20. 21, 22, Lydia M. McNair, $20 each; 9,
11, 12, 15. 16, Valerio Baca, $20 each; D., 1911, to bring miit In the District
h:
lots
$20
B.
40
$20
J.
24,
land
23,
of
lota
each;
V.T.
Floyd,
18.
17.
$32;
lots
division
McAllister.
Brash,
of
Loan
1fi,
fronting
15,
f"
piece
fronting
Bufldine
lots 13, 14, 19. Filadelfo Baca, $20
on north
142
nf lots 13 14. fronting at ieet on wst side of Sixth street be 51 feet on Columbia avenue, F. J. 25, 26, E. Toomay, $20 each; lots 27, each; lot A, Filadelfo Baca and Mi Court having Jurisdiction according to
offend fronting 50 feet
avenue berlnnine
UmMng at corner of Sixth and Lincoln Wesner. $40; lot 19 and so. one half 2S, Dove Wilson, $20 each; lota 29, 30,
?ppJ
law, to review Uhe action of thp said
40 cf lot 20. Dove Wilson and Esther fronting 46.9 feet, Employees Savings guel Baca,$20; lota B. C. 36, 37, 38, Mrs.
anil
thence
north
corner of National
running
50 feet of
City Council.
-G.
Hulda
$20
lota
F.
G.
Mrs.
24,
de
25,
H.
of
$37.52,
each;
Baca,
RMfeet.
land Robbins $30; north one half of lot. 20 & Building association,
Lnd Fourth street,
Coors, $32: piece
"1
Z
of the Lflfl Veens 1 own
4
CHAS. TAMME, City Clerk.
lana
63
of
F.
S.
feet
lota
3.
a Oswalt, $20 each;
Mrs, Julia
26, '27,
Block 4, lots 1, 2,
fronting 42 feet on north side of Lin- and all of 21, L. G. Calhoun, $30; lots
Voet & Lewis. $40: a piece side of eenthaJ, jn3.60; the east
north
on
50
feet
fronting
Lu-Ja-

$40.

17, fronting 85 feet on the north side of
National Ave, from the corner of National avenue and Fifta 6treet, Mar-JorHume Strickfadden, $68; lots
18, 19, 20, 21, heirs of F. B. January
$20 each; lota 22, 23,
Mrs. 'Cora S.
Fenner, 20 each; lots 24, 25, 26, F. II.
Pierce, $20 each; lots 27, 2S, Chas.
Rosenthal, $20 each.
Block 30 ; lota 1, 2. 3, Airs. Olive
Boucher, $20 each; lota 4, 6, 6, Las Ve
gas Savings Bank, $20 each; lots 7,
8, 9, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 each;
the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, fronting on National avenue, $48,
M. M. Sundt; the west 82 feet 3 Inch
es of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, fronting
on National avenue, Francis IL Olney,
$65.80; lots 20. 21. 22, 23. 24. 25. 26,
27. 28. M. M. Sundt. $20 each; the fol
lowing subdivisions' of What la known
as Phillips subdivision of lots 10, 11,
12, 13, 14; lot designated as O, fronting
25 feet on National avenue,
H. A.
vvise, $20; lot designated as 1, front
ing 40 feet on corner of Grand and Na
tional, Mary X Wise, $32; lot desig
nated as 2, fronting 29 feet on Grand
avenue, H. A. Wise, $23.20; lota de
signated as 3, 4, fronting 75 feet on
Grand avenue, Mra. Hulda Rosenthal.
ie
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Try This Recipe
MADAM

,

- mLt

-

Hot lunch every morning
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

LOCAL NEWS

10

"This New FREE

Hair Remover is
Surely a Marvel!"
'

Lemon ice cream for supper at
White Kitchen tonight. Meals 25c.

Don't forget the dance tonight at
Rosenthal hall.

FOR

Isn't that draft beer fine at

Roast beef, roast pork and lemon
ice for supper at White Kitchen.
cents. The clean
tbt Meals twenty-fiv- e
place.

Opera Bar?
New England Fried Cakes. Scant cup
granulated sugar, rounding tablespoonful
Music will be interspersed during
butter, cupful sweet milk, two eggs,
the social at the M. E. church tomorth
fourth teaspoon salt,
teaspoon
row afternoon.
nutmeg, four cupfuls flour, four rounding teaspoonfuls baka dram of Old Taylor bourbon
ing powder. Sift the baking powder with the flour and Try
the
at
Opera Bar. Served from baradd the nutmeg, cream and butter and sugar, add eggs, and
rels on the bar.
beat thoroughly; then add the milk and flour. More flour
should be added on the kneading board until the dough
Pobltively no camping, finning or
of an inch thick and retain hunting allowed on our ranch. C.
th
can be rolled out
W. and F J. Wesner.
its shape when cut Cut and fry in
one-four-

one-four-

mdrmours "Simon Pure" Leaf Lard
Ak for

jit

Booklet of Recipe

1911

Only Hair Remover
That Completely Destroys Hair
Forever.
Sent FREE.

Eleolro-Ia-

J

Annou ncem en t

,

Tor the purpose of studying ilie colleof birds at the Normal University, Miss Fannie Ford of Las Cru-ce- s
arrived In Las Vegas last ni3.1t
ami will remain here about two days.
Miss Ford is making a report on the
bird life of the territory for the N'e v
Mexico Agricultural and Mechanical
College at Las Cruces.
The normal
has a good collection of etuffed birds
representing many of the species foun.l
in New Mexico.

The Bijj Discount "Sale at

GREENBERGER'S

t-lion

Absolutely Close

Will

-- 1 usea tiec-tro-- la
a year ago.
There is an indication of a big
The hair has never come back
crowd attending the social tomorrow
The uniforms for the Greater Las
It's a marvel."
afternoon at the M. E. church.
Vegas band are expected to arrive
the only hair remover now
next week. The forepart of August known that doeIs not
burn, irritate or
no matter how lonir it is leit on. harm the
Eight foot commercial lumber, all the band will give a big dance in the skin,
It does not matter whether your skin Is as
one-Incwidths, all
stuff, for sale at armory for the purpose of raising the tender as a baby's, or whether the bair growth
te extremely thick and
heavy or is as liirht as
$14 per thousand. Romero Mercantile balance due on the uniforms. The af- down.
destroys it forever in a
221-6- t
It ifets hunt into the hair roots few
Company.
and
fair promises to be delightful and no minutes.
kills them permanently. You've tried other
doubt will be liberally patronized, back. Not so with
f."1"" ana your hair came
The little eon of Mr. and Mrs. C. since the band
Is certain, safe and quick To
boys are deserving of
we will send you a liberal trial
bottle
McClanahan, who is quite sick at the unstinted support on the
a
of
send the coupon bepait of the low ailed out if you will
together with a c stamp to cay
family home, was reported to be citzens generally. Last
con
This
is
night's
enough to give it a thorough
postage.
test. The regular sized bottle
slightly Improved today.
is i 00 and your
cert in the Plaza was greatly enjoyed money
will be refunded if
does not
do
all
we
All out trial
claim.
Just
a
by
coupon belarge crowd of people. Many low and mail with a
stamp
Saturday Is the last day of our soldiers from
Camp Mills also were
clearing sale. Bostonian dress shoes
present
FREE TREATMENT
worth $4.00 for $2.85 at TAICHERT'S,
Fill In your name and address on dotted
lines
below
and send it to
Co
Douglas avenue.
6S16 So. State StA team belonging to M. L. Cooley
a two!
Chicago,
cent stamp to help cover enclosing
and we
mailing,
will send ut once a free trial bottle that
Remember the social to be given at got away from the driver neat St. An
will show what
will do for you.
the parlors of the M. E. church to- thony's sanitarium yesterday evening
ran
and
with
the
to
away
carryall
morrow afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock,
in honor of the Las Vegas hospital. which it was hitched. After circling
Everybody Invited. A free will of- about through the down town srteets
the horses ran to the Cooley barn on
fering only will he asked.
Douglas aoenue. In attempting to enPILLS
Governor William J. Mills and his ter the stable the horses upset the CHICHESTER
staff and Adjutant General A. S. vehicle, dashing it against the portal
Ulamoad
I'll!, in Red and tloid netaiiicWy
Brookes were guests of honor at a of the door. The tongue was broke
mled with Blue Ribbon.'
and
the
The
top badly damaged.
dinner today ait the home of Colonel
Mr. our or your
5n?flrfeAs..ki.oti',,.'I-,,"!8-TEThe driver
for BSi
M. M. Padgett.
Those for whom horses were uninjured.
tnem u Bett, Safest, AlMys RellabU
yri
covers vere laid were Governor Mills, says the horses must have been fright
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
General A. S. Brookes, Colonel Robert ened by the breaking of Borne part
Smart. Colonel Jose D. Sena, Colonel of the' harness.
Always get the best at Nolette's
Secundiino Romero,
barber shop.
Colonel
J. W.
Final examinations were in nvo- Wfllson. Colonel E. C.Abbott, Captain
William F. Brogan, Harry W. Kelly, grcss at the Normal University today
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, F. H. pierce and the summer school was brought LOCAL FIRM WILL CONTINUE
to a close this afternoon.
Tonisht
and Colonel M. M. Padgett.
VALUABLEAGENCY
ar.d tomorrow the students will return
to
their homes. Many of the Noriuil
One of the delightful events of the
O. G. Schaefer of this
city have Just
encampment will be the leceptlon and teachers are planning to spend the re
close
da deal whereby they will condance given this evening by the Com- mainder of the summer In other
tinue to be agents for ZEMO the
mercial club of Las Vegas In honor of states. Some of the teaohprs
well
known remedy for eczema, danto
take
their
final
Governor William J. Mills and his staff psjing
departure.
and the officers of the First Regiment having resigned since the close of the druff, and all diseases of the skin and
scalp.
NTew Mexico National Guard.
All Las regular term of school. (Examinations
The extraordinary leap that this
Veirns society will be present an! the fcr school certificates will be glren
affair will be a brilliant one. The en tomorrow and Saturday for the teach clean liquid external treatment for
tertainment committee of the club lias ers enrolled in the San Miguel county skin affections has made into public
made every provision for the enter- iistitute, whdeh was held during the favor in the last few years proves its
tainment and comfort of the many PHst four weeks in wnjunction with wonderful curative properties and
makes it indeed a valuable addition
the Normal summer school.
guests who are expected.
to the fine stock of remedial agents
carried
by O. G. Schaefer.
STRAYED
OR STOLEN
The nickle dance Saturday night at
a limited supply of sam- have
They
A
black
horse
with
white
the opera house for the benefit of the
spot in
baseball association will be a- big face, branded Z on left hip and XZ on. fnes. one or which will be given free
skin sufferer who wishes to
event. It wil be the last dance which same side. Notify Mrs. S. A. Irwin,
test
merit of the medicine.
the
N.
Colmor,
and
M.,
receive reward.
the National Guardsmen may enjoy as
booklet "How to Preserve the Skin,"
the soldiers break camp on Sunday.
"Joy cometh in the morning" pro- will also toe given to those Interested.
Ever cent taken In at the dance will
vided
you haven't been making a
ge to the salary list of the baseball
of It.
night
since
association,
expenses for con
' ducting the dance will be met
by subscriptions already raised. Excellent
musio will be provided and it is ex
pected that a neat sum will be netted
WING to the fact that
by the dance.

Thursday Evening July 27
This Is Positive
Tho Prices

Elec-tro--

HIE BR
or

WHS

Main

Phone Main 193

h

Elec-tro-

194--'

-l

EJeo-tro-l- a,

Elec-tro--

Hec-tro-l-

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

ALBUQUERQUE

Eleo-tro--

030 OO Suits This Sato $20.00
27.50 Suits This Sate 18.35
25.QO Suits This Sate 1G.65
22.50 Suits This Sale 15.00
20.00 Suits This Sale 13.35
W.OO Suits This Sale
15.QO Suits This Sale

la

12.50 Suits This

two-Ce-

Sle

tO.OO Suits This Sale

12.00

ID. GO

0.35
6.65

Elec-tro-l- a

October 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 1911.
JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.

Secretary-Manage-

,.

r.

The

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - ' - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Oil'lV-- l

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

l

fJ B VJOQD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

Steam Coal

Ik

,

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Protection for
Loss of health
Loss of life
Loss by accident
Loss by fire or windstorm.
See Cutler Brothers
Phone Main 124
Lincoln Avenue, No. 614.

Hot Work

o

the California

Canners have

Fruit

advanced

their prices very much ov?
er former years we would

surest that

house

every

wife do

her canning this
year. We are selling New
Mexico peaches at a
price
are
they
asking wholesale
in

California.

New

ship-

ments every day. The Price
is Right.

THE BEST PLACE
fussing around a cook stove
in any kind of weather. Let

in Las Vegas to buy

x

J.

Then you can use
any of
the modern appliances.

,

--

ESTABLISHED 1876

COAL

Wired

S

Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
Write for Premium List and Program.
ISAAC BARTH,

Have Your House

--

Groceries and Meats

Us do your Baking for You.
The
Best "Home-made- "

Bread, Rolls,; Cakes,

J. H, STEARNS
GROCER.

Dainty Undergarments Nicely
Laundered

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light

Talk to Us About Tents
If you want Price coupled with Quality
We can sell you in io Ounce Duck

7x9 Tents for $7.00
8 x 10 Tents for $9.00
10

J.

Ladies' dainty lingerie Is given
especial attention at our plant
and is laundered tin a way that
delights every particular woman.
We wash your dainty muslins
and laces carefully, and we
give them a clear, bright white
color.
They are starched to just the
right degree. In just the right
places, and are ironed by girls
who do this work so well that
when finished the garments
really look better than when
new.
OUR CHARGES ARE SMALL
TRY THE WORK.

30 DAYS
7

Our Pride Flour

per

03-3- 0

THE GRAAF

'ft

IIAYWARD CO.

The "Home of San

itary Bakery Goods."

Boucher

Cz:':cort3 for

Tfco

B'rtis

(The Coffee Man.)

Oh! Joy!

I.

A handsome ivy green box with evey cut
flower order amounting to $1.00 or more,

r

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.

Free Delivery

Perry Onion

&

Son

Store Phone Main 462 Ranch Phone Main 276

mi

roller Mills

, Phone Main 131

and Cookies will be found
here.

Coctz

Every" Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas:

Pbme Main 81.

Tents for $11.00
and so on.
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C. JOHNSEN & SON

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Pies'

Power Co.

&

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
tar in the clty.Mf ,
J
&t

Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free! y
Excursions everywhere, i
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Finch Golden Wedding Rya, aged
Terms: $2 por day; $10 per week. In the wood. Dlract
from distillery
Leave orders at Murphey's,
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
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